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RESUMEN

En este trabajo se aborda el problema de la observabilidad de los sistemas lineales híbridos,

donde la dinámica continua está representada por una familia de sistemas lineales y la

discreta por una red de Petri. El problema de la observabilidad consiste en calcular los

estados del sistema, tanto continuos como discretos, y el uso de sistemas lineales y redes

de Petri facilita el análisis de esta propiedad en los sistemas híbridos. En particular, este

trabajo muestra cómo la información obtenida de la familia de sistemas lineales puede ser

usada en el anáfisis de observabilidad de la red de Petri y viceversa, para sí obtener una

carcterización de la observabilidad en sistemas híbridos. Además se presenta el diseño de

xm observador híbrido cuando la red de Petri es evento detectable es presentado.
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ABSTRACT

This work is concerned with the observability of linear hybrid systems. It deals with the

possibility of recovering the discrete as well as the continuous states of the hybrid system.

Observability is a fundamental property of dynamic systems since it allows to implement

state feedback controllers or fault diagnosers.

Through this work, the continuous part of the systems is represented by a non au

tonomous Linear System family, and the discrete part is modeled by an Interpreted Petri

Net (IPN). Based on this model, a novel characterization of the observability in linear

hybrid systems, that exploit the information of the input and the output of the IPN as

well as the structure of the linear systems, is presented. It is shown that the information

of the continuous systems can be used in the computation of observability of the IPN and

vice versa.

This work also presents necessary and sufficient conditions for the observability of the

linear hybrid systems when the continuous and discrete states are observed before the first

commutation and the design of hybrid observer when the IPN is event detectable.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Hybrid Lineal* S stems (HLS) are those dynamic systems composed by a family T of

linear systems (__.■>') and a Petri Net (PN). Roughly speaking, the HLS evolves according

to the following rulos: a) depending on PN marking Mfc, just one Linear System LS(M¡_)
is evolving, b) depending on the Linear System state, one enabled transition is selected to

fire.

HLS appear in most of the human made systems. For instance, when the normal and

failing behaviors of a system must be studied gather together, where all normal and possible

failure models are represented by LS; or when a non linear system is approached as several

linear systems, among other interesting cases.

The study of observability [1] in HLS is primordial, since in the HLS exhibiting this

property several control architectures can be used, such as feedback pole placement, reg

ulation control, fault diagnosers, etc. When a HLS exhibits the observability property,

it is possible to compute the whole system state, i.e. the continuous and discrete states.

Unfortunately, tin; current results characterizing this property for this type of systems are

restricted to autonomous systems, lead to computational complex algorithms or compute

the continuos sta le, regarding the discrete state.

Observability in HS has been addressed by different authors using different classes of

HS (e.g. [2], [3] and [4]). [4] addresses the observability and controllability of switched lin

ear systems with known and periodic transitions. In [5] , the observability of Jump Linear

Systems was characterized. Although it is a structural property and can be analyzed effi

ciently, it is focused in autonomous systems (i.e. systems without inputs) and the dynamic

part of the discrete system is not studied. In [3], the study of observability of piecewise

affine systems is addressed. The authors show through examples that the observability of

the individual subsystems has no relation with the incremental observability. The main

result of that work is the definition of incremental observability and the introduction of

a mixed-integer linear problem to test the observability. In [6] the authors deal with the

observability of switching linear systems and they find the conditions under which there

exists a control law u(-) , depending on the observable output at time t = ío ■ such that

the hybrid state evolution can be recovered from the observed output. These are neces-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

sary and sufficient conditions. In [7], characterizations of observability, reachability and

controllability were developed for a class of HS where the discrete evolution is governed

by controllable discrete transitions. The authors derived the conditions to reconstruct the

initial continuous state from measuring the continuos outputs and continuous inputs with

a discrete control strategy design. The observability result is based on the duality property

where the system is observable if and only if its dual is reachable, however it is not proved

that the duality holds for this kind of nonlinear systems.

A problem related with the observability in HS is the design of observers for HS where

the continuous part is linear. In [8] the design of a family of Luenberger observers for the

continuous systems under the assumption that the discrete state is known is presented. In

[2] the design of observers for the discrete part is combined with the design of Luenberger

observers for the continuous systems that converges exponentially to Ihe continuous state.

In [9] it is presented the design of a Luenberger-Like Observer for a class of SIS, called

detectable switching systems, under the assumption that the discreí e st ate of the switching

system is known.

In many works, the study of observability is limited since the discrete dynamic is not

included in the analysis.
In [10] the IPN was used to model the discrete part of the SLS. That paper presents

sufficient conditions for the observability of the SLS, where it is ^sumed that the final

state of the current evolving linear system is the initial state of tim next linear system

selected during the switching of the system, and that the IPN is event detectable. In [11],
an extensión of the model of [10] is used, where previous assumption on final states is not

longer needed. Also, an observer design is presented, using the IP Y 1 -server of [12] and a

set of Luenberger observers for linear systems.

1.1 Objectives and goals.

The objectives and goals stated for this work are the following:

Objectives:

1. To propose a framework for studying the observability proper: in HLS.

2. To extend the current results in observability in HLS in two d ■ i ions: one extending
the type of HLS that can be analyzed, and the other extendí i ¡ i ie characterizations.

Goals:

1. We are going to use geometrical tools to analyze HLS and ihen we are going to

transíate the analysis into structural characterizations.

2. We are going to show how the continuos system information can be used to gain event

detectability or observability in Petri Nets, or how the discí system information

can be used to gain observability in continuos systems.
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3. We are goiu;; lo propose a method to design observers for a class of observable HLS.

This work is uigtuiized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents basic concepts related with linear systems, Petri nets and the observ

ability in these typi-a of systems. Moreover,it presents the geometric theorem of observability

presented in [10] since this work extends this theorem to derive important structural results

in observability.

Chapter 3 presents how the continuous system information can be used in the observabil

ity of the Discrete -system. Mainly, it presents the concept of distinguishable linear system

and how using thi.-> concept, the Interpreted Petri net could become event detectable. In ad

dition, this section ,ilso characterizes the case when the commutation time can be computed.

This time can be used to know when the discrete marking changes.

Chapter 4 presents how the discrete system information can be used in the observability

of the continuous system. It shows that when the discrete marking is know, then the

structure of the current evolving linear system is know, then form the knowledge of the

discrete marking sequence, the continuous state can be computed, even in the case when

the Unear systems are not observable.

Chapter 5 presents the main results derived for observability in hybrid systems. The

results herein presented are derived from the observations presented in the previous chapters.
In Chapter 6 the results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5 are used to characterize the observability

of Linear Hybrid Systems.

Chapter 7 presents the design of an asymptotic observer for a class of SLS.

Finally in Chapter 8 the conclusions and future work are presented.
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Chapter '1

BASIC CONCEPTS

This chapter pie*.
. :.ts the definitions of linear systems [1], [13], [14] and Interpreted Petri

nets [15], [16], |17 ince they conform the structure of hybrid systems [10] [11] studied in

this work. The chapter also presents the main results in observability for these types of

systems.

2.1 Lineai Systems

A linear time-im.u Lint dynamic system (LS) is represented by the dynamic state equation:

í i = Ax (t) +
:

i V
= Cx(t)

Bu(t)
(21)

where A, B, and (.' ue nxn,nxp and qxn constants matrices. The state space generated

by all possible solni ions to x(i) of the LS (2.1) is X.

Remark 2.1 7 Inc *ejh this work the notation __ (A, B, C) will be used to denote a particular

LS represented /<</ ¡Ye state equation (2.1).

The solution lo the linear time invariant dynamic equation given in (2.1) is:

x (t) = eAtx0 + f eA{t-YBu (r) dr (2.2)
Vo

and:

y (t) = CeMx0 + ( CeA^-T)Bu (t) dr. (2.3)
Jo

Previous solnii/ii can also be expressed in the frequency domain. Using the Laplace

transform of (2:1) and (2.3):

X (s) = (sí - A)~l xQ + [sí - Ay1 BU (s) (2.4)

5



6 CHAPTER 2. BASIC CONCEPTS

and:

Y (s) = C (sí - A)'1 x0 + C (sí - A)-1 BU (s) (2.5)

respectively, where U (s) and Y (s) are the Laplace transform of u (I.) and y (t) respectively.
The rational-function matrix:

G (s) = C (si
- A)-1 B (2.6)

is named the transfer function matrix of the dynamic equation __ (A, B, C) .

2.1.1 Observability of Linear Dynamic Equations

Definition 2.2 A LS, T,(A,B,C), is said to be observable at ío if there exists a finite

ti > ío such that for any state xq at time ío, the knowledge of thr input i¿[ío,íi] and the

output y [ío, íi] over the time interval [ío,íi] suffices to determine Ihe state xq. Otherwise,
the dynamic equation __ (A, B, C) is said to be unobservable at ío-

Theorem 2.3 Let E (A, B, C) be a LS. E (A, B, C) is observable if and only if any of the

following conditions is satisfied:

1. All columns of CeAt are linearly independent over the time period [0,oo] and C, the

field of complex numbers.

1' All columns of C (si
—

A)~ are linearly independent over C.

2. The observability grammian:

Wat = [ eA'TC*CeATdr (2.7)
Jo

is nonsingular for any í > 0.

3. The nq x n observability matrix:

G(A,C)

C

CA

CA2

CA
n-l

(2.8)

has rank n.

4- For every eigenvalue X ofA (and-consequently for any X in C) Ihe (n + q)xn complex

matrix:
'

XI - A

C (2.9)

has rank n, or equivalently sí
— A and C are right coprime.
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5. The unob a ',■/<! subspace M of (C, yl) is Ihe trivial subspace O, i.e.:

n

A/" = f| ker (CA1-1) =0 (2.10)
i+l

or equivaY i, there exists a nontrii mi subspace of states V, such that V is A —

invariant .

■

, <ZV) and V C ker C.

Proof. The pre L- f statements 1 — 4 are ¡nesented in [lj and [13], the proof of statement

5 is presented n, , ./. ■

Remark 2.4 / . ;. s work it is assumed tíiul Ihe linear equation in 2.1 is scalar, that is, it

has only one iu¡ ul <md one output.

2.2 Interprt.ted Petri Nets

Interpreted Peti i . *is are an extensión of tin- Petri nets. Next definitions present the Petri

nets and, afteru s the Interpreted Petri n> ¡s are presented.

Definition 2.5 1 Petri Net structure G /.. a bipartite digraph represented by the 4-tuple

G=(P,T,I,0) irlicre:

• P = [pi,¡ .

. . . ,pr} is a finite set of verilees called places,

• T *= {ti, l_. . . .

, tm} is a finite set of vértices called transitions,

• I : P xT > Z+ is a function representing the weighted ares going from places to

transition .-.

• O : P x T * '£+ is a function repres x ating the weighted ares going from transitions

to places, i.'hx re lY is the set of nonvt .¡ative integers.

The symbol "I
,
denotes the set of all places pi such that I(pi,tj) £ 0 and tj" the set

of all places pi sucli that 0(pi,tj) ^ 0. Analogously, "p¿ denotes the set of all transitions

tj such that U{;>,. lj) -¿ 0 and p_' the set of all transitions tj such that I(pi,tj) **¿ 0.

Pictorially, places are represented by circles, transitions are represented by rectangles, and

ares are depicted ,,s arrows.

The pre-incidence matrix of G is C~ =

|c¿J¿], where c~- = I(pi,tj); the post-incidence

matrix ofGis CH [cjfc], where cf- = 0(pi,t,); and the incidence matrix of G is C = C+-C~

The marking fuueiion M : P —

» lY is a mapping from each place to the nonnegative

integers represenii; •:. the number of tokens (depicted as dots) residing inside each place.
The marking of a / '.V is usually expressed as an n—entry vector.

Definition 2.f¡ A Petri Net system or Petri Net (PN) is the pair N = (G,M0), where G
is a PN structure and Mq is an initial token distribution.
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In a PN system, a transition tj is enabled at marking Mfc if Vp, € P, Mk(pi) > 7(p»,t¿);
an enabled transition tj can be fired reaching a new marking Mk+i which can be computed

using the petri net state equation

Mk+1=Mk + Cvk, (2.11)

where vk(i) = 0, i / j, vk(j) = 1, this equation is called the PN sl ale equation.

The reachability set of a PN is the set of all possible reachable marking from Mo firing

only enabled transitions; this set is denoted by R (G, Mo).

Definition 2.7 An Interpreted Petri Net (IPN) is the 4-tuple Q = (,V, E,A, xp) where:

• N = (G, Mo) is a PN system.

• E = {ai, c.2, ..., ar} is the input alphabet of the net, where ot_ is nn input symbol.

• X : T —> E U {e} is a labelling function of transitions with Ihe following constraint:

Vtj,tfc e T, j t¿ fc, ¿/Vp. I(pi,tj) = I(pi,tk) t**- 0 and 6oí/_ Afl./) / e, A(tfc) **¿
e, í/ien

A(tj) **£ A(tfc). Jn í/ms cose e represents an internal system r. */.'.

• tp : ñ(Q,Mo) —♦ (Z+j? ¿s an output function, that associair.s lo each marking in

R(Q, Mo) an output vector. Here q is the number of outputs.

Remarks:

1. In this work (Q,Mo) will be used instead of Q = (N, E, A, xp) to emphasize the fact

that there is an initial marking in an IPN.

2. This is focused on the case when function xp is s. qx r matrix. wbere q is the number

of places representing measurable states in the DES and r h 'he number of places in

the model (G, Mo) . Each column "of this matrix is an element. •

xy x ir nuil vector. If the

output symbol i is present (turned on) every time that M(p¡) > 1, then xp(i,j) = 1,

otherwise <p(i,j) = 0.

3. Equivalent transitions are not allowed, i.e. it is assumed thai Vt*,t¿ such that t¿ -*¿

tj, A (ti) = A (tj), it holds that C (-, i) / C (-,j) . This is not ama ¡or constraint because

those transitions are redundant.

4. Notice that by definition of A, IPN are deterministic [18] owr labeled transitions,

i.e. two transitions with the same associated input symbol (diH. :ent from symbol e)
cannot have the same input places. However, they can be tu

'

'erministic [18] over

unlabeled transitions (those íj such that A(íj)
= e).

A transition tj G T of an IPN is enabled at marking Mfc if V?', C / \ Mk(p_) > I(pi: tj).
If A(tj) = aj */ e is present and tj is enabled, then tj must fire. lf A(tj) = e and tj is

enabled then t,* can be fired. When an enabled transition tj is fire< ! m i marking Mk, then
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a new marking , is reached. This fací ¡ represented as Mk
—> Mfc+i and Mfc+i can

be computed Usn i Uc dynamic part of the I I'N state equation:

M/t+i I /fc + Cvk
,2

.

2^

Vk
= '(Mk)

V '

where C and vL .ne defined as in PiV and ///, G (Z+ )'' is the fc - th output vector of the

IPN.

According i actions A and xp, trans,. ions and places of an IPN (Q,M_\) can be

classified as foil

Definition 2.8 (t¿) *-¿ e the transition (., /,.-. said to be manipulated. Otherwise it is non

manipulated. A <■ e p¿ G P is said to be mensurable if the i — th column vector of xp is not

nuil, i.e. xp(»,i) D. Otherwise it is non mi surable. A place pi is said to be computable if

it is measurable un Y Vj, i / j, ¡p(*,i) ^ xp(*,j). Otherwise it is non computable.

Notice that computable places are measurable and the marking of these places can be

computed from Ihe output (no other place, when it is marked, generates the same output

valué of function y

2.2.1 Languag* s and structures oí l'ctri nets

Definition 2.9 Ia I a — titjtk... be a firív:¡ transition sequence. The Parikh vector ~~o :

T —► (Z+)m of rr maps every transition t G T to the number of occurrences oft in o.

Definition 2.1 ü .i P-semiflow of a Petri A . I.G is a rational-valued solution of the equation

YTC = 0

The following proposition presents a fundamental property of P-semiflows

Proposition 2.11 Let (G, M_x) be a Petri Ai system, and let I be a P-semiflow ofG then

VM G R(G,M0, I \! = 1 M0

Definition 2.1 _ . I T-semiflow of a Petri Nxl G is a rational-valued solution ofthe equation

CY = 0

Proposition 2. 1 '.', Let a be a finite sequen < c of transitions of a net G which is enabled at a

marking M. Thin Ihe Parikh vector a ís a 7' semiflow iffM —> M (i.e. iff the occurrence

ofa reproduces Un marking M).

Definition 2.14 . 1 sequence of input-outp ■/. symbols of(Q,M_x) is a sequence lo = (c*Oj2/o)
(ai, yi )

* * -

(a„,7/„) ,
where a

j G E U {e} n¡ ,1 a¿+1 is the current input of the IPN when

the output cham/rs ¡rom yi to yi+i- It is asar med that «o —

e, yo
= ¡p(M_Y) and (a¿+i,2/¿+i)

belongs to the sii/uritee when:
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• (an, y.) belongs to the sequence,

• Vi+L 7*-= Vil and

• there exists no yj -jé j/¿, yj -¿ yi+1 o eurring after the occurreme of yi and before the

occurrence o/í/j+i.

Definition 2.15 Let (Q,Mo) be an IPN The set A(Q,M0) =- {^jo. is a sequence of

input-output symbols} denotes the set pf idl sequences of input-ovl mil symbols of(Q,M_)-
The set of all input-output sequences of ¡ngth greater or equal tl. n k will be denoted by

Ak(Q,M0), i.e. Ak(Q,M0) = {iü£A(Q. .Vf0) | |w| > fc}.

Definition 2.16 If lo = (ao,yo) (c*i,yi) ■ *

(an,j/n) is a sequence of input-output symbols,

then the firing transition sequence a G £ ((}, Mq) whose firing actual!// ijenerates u¡ is denoted

by a__. The set of all possible firing tran- 'ion sequences that couh! nen érate the word w ¿s

defined as í_ (_j) = {a\a G £ (Q, Md) A Ihe firing of o produces ui
,

.

Definition 2.17 The set of all input-oul mit sequences leading to an ending marking in the

IPN (markings enabling no transition or dy self-loop transitions) it 'noted byKg (Q,M_x),

i.e., Ab(Q,Mo) = {w G A(Q, Mo) | 3a f-(_j) such that M) —

M¡ A if Mj
—U then

C(.,ti) = "0}.

The prefix of a sequence s is another sequence s' such that there exists a sequence s"

fulfilling that s = s's" The set of all pre I es of s is denoted by s.

Definition 2.18 Let uj = (ao,j/o) («*i*4/i ■•■ (»«,?/«) G A(Q,Mo !»• a sequence of input-

output symbols. The marking sequences eí corresponding to ui . ilefined as Su — [Mq

Mx--- Mfc| Mi G R (Q, M0) A M0 -^ A ', -^ * • • -H MfcA au = i \.¡
■ ■ -tm e Q(u)}.

2.2.2 Subclasses and properties nf Petri Nets

Definition 2.19 A Petri Net system is • state machine if |t"| = 1 ¡*t| for every transi

tion t.

The fundamental property of state machines is that all rea*
*'■ iMe markings contain

exactly the same number of tokens. Tn ■ 1 1 ier words, the total number of tokens of the

system remains invariant under the occui rice of transitions.

Definition 2.20 A Petri Net systems i- n marked Graph if \p'\ = 1 |*p| for every place

P-

The fundamental property of marked raphs is that the token counts of circuits remain

invariant under the occurrence of transí 1 1 mis.
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Definition 2.2 I 1 Petri Net system (G, _.*, is live if, for every reachable markingM and

every transition I ere exists a marking Ai ll(G,M0) which. enables t. If (G, Mo) is a

live system, then .*s said that Mq is a live ¡erking of G.

Definition 2.'J_ .1 l'etri Net sysiem (G, Y. Y) in deadlock-free if every reachable marking

enables at leasl one imnsilion.

Definition 2.2a . I system is bounded if fui rerij place p there is a natural number b such

that M (b) < b /< every reachable marking M.

Definition 2.2 I I marking M G R(G,Mtl) s a home marking ifVMk G R(G,M0) there

is a firing sequem
■■ such that Mk -^-» M il * reachable from every reachable marking. In

other words, it i- tx home marking if it is reí hable from every reachable marking.

Definition 2.2o .1 l'etri Net is cyclic if n nilial marking is a home marking.

Example 2.20 i ne. IPN of figure 2.1 is co, posed by five places and four transitions. The

output function ,r tx represented by the mal. *.*

<P
=

1(000

0 0 0 11
(2.13)

•GH
p,

Figure 2.1: A non deterministic IPN.

Notice that //. xix s, pi, p¡_ andp_. are measu able, however, placepi is the only computable

place. Since all ■.nsitions are labeled, thti ill of Ihern are manipulated. We obtain the

following langa i .
■

-.

£(Q,Mq) s ti, tit2,tit3, t1t2t3,tit.;i .tit2t3t4,t1t3t2t4,t1t2t3t4tB,..} (2.14)

A(Q,M0) = ).(,
1

0 )(.,
II

ll ),(,
1

0 )(,
0

0 )('•
0

1

(2.15)
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í

0
_ )(.,

0

0 )(<■
1

0 K-
0

0 )("•
0

1

Ifm=(£,

and:

As O '-M0) = {}

then:

),***} (2*16)

(2-17)

SI (tí) {txta.tita}

1 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1
>

0 1 0

0 o' 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1

(2-18)

(2.19)

2.2.3 Observability in Interpreted Petri nets

Now, the following concept will be needed lo characterize observable / PNs and establishes

that, even when the precise marking of a place is unknown, it can belongs to a conservative

marking law. In other words, the location or state of the entities (resources, machines,

buffer capacities, etc.) that constitute 1 1 t - DES may be unknown: however the amount of

those entities is known. This concept is ai ogous to that of "macn markings" used in [19].

Definition 2.27 __eí (Q,Mq) be an IPIS structure and M(pj) be ituj marking of a place
n

Pj in (Q,Mq). The set of s equations CM L = (Y_ YjM(pj)
= fc,j/J G [l,...,s] A 7j G Z+}

_=l

form a set of conservative marking laws (CML) ¿/Vyji. 7^ 0 ií holds Ihnl fc¿/7fc is an integer

valué and all non computable places pv arr contained in at least or,- t,motion of the CML

set. A CML is said to be binary (BCM I.) if it holds that V., j, 7' G {0, 1} and ki = 1. In

addition, the CML can be rewritten as:

1
'
.

= K

where M is the marking vector, T is the nlrix T[i,j] = 'fj and K

Remarks:

5. Hereafter Mu will denote t.he set o, all possible initial mark i i

CML, i.e.

Mn = {M,.|such that, any At G /. Q,Mg) fulfills the CML

(2.20)

Ihe vector K(i) = ki.

s Culfilling the stated

oustraints}. (2.21)
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6. The notal

equation )
j

Also, (Q,Mx

Mq will be used

Definition 2.2.>

be uniquely deii

that it produces.

Thefollowin

detectability.

Lemma 2.29 . 1

1. Vt¿,tj G T

and

p¡ G e¿, where e¿ G CA'/ L (e¡ G BCML) means that there exists an

, j
•

AI(pj) = ki, named r, m the GML (in the BCML), such that 7J *¿ 0.

ill denote an IPN wluin* A/o G Alo and could be unknown. Notation

1 a BCML.

x u IPN given by (Q,Mm ¡.1 event-detectable if any transition firing can

ned by the knowledge of ¡ ie input given to (Q,M_¡) and output signáis

n una provides a structural 1 haracterization ofthe IPN exhibiting event-

fc IPN given by (Q,Mi i is event-detectable if and only if

■h that A(t¿) = A(tj) or A (t¿) = e it holds that cpC(«,t¿) / ipC(»,tj)

2. Vtfc G T ü . ils that ¡pC (•, tfc) *¿ 0.

Proof. The pro

As stated pn

if the knowledg

state, for instan*

such that the km

[12].f this result is presented .1

usly, a state represéntate >n of a dynamic system is said to be observable

í its inputs, outputs, anu structure suffices to uniquely determine its

>J (A, B, C), is said to be observable, at ío, if there exists a finite time íi
■ v/ledge of the model strucí me (A, B,C), the input signal (u(í)) and the

output signal (y(l )) over the interval ío < £ < íi suffices to uniquely determine the initial

state (x(to)). JM over, since the system i. a deterministic one, then x(í) for all í > ío,

can also be mfiquriy determined using the i.uowledge of x (ío) and u(í), over the interval

í0 < í < íl.

When the dynainic model is non deterministic (i.e. when the solution of the model is

not unique [20]). however, the knowledge ol ./; (ío) and u(t) over the interval ío < t < ti

does not guaraní the computation of x (/.) for all í > ío- For instance, even if it is known

that the initial mi king of the IPN depiel < d in figure 2.1 is Mo = [10000]T and that the

input sequence i-j abbcabbcabbc.ab is fired. it is not possible to determine if the reached

marking is [01001 1' or [00110]T In this case, there exists no finite transition sequence a

allowing to know 1 he reached marking and all future reached markings of the IPN.

the observability definition must be changed
lates x(t), t > to can be computed in a finite

;e of that, in the general case, the following

This fact lead 10 that, in the general cas

to ensure that tin initial state x (to) and all

time or length of luput firing words. Beca

intuitive definition is presented.

A non deterministic dynamic model, for instance an IPN, is observable, at fco, if there

exists a finite inlegor fci such that the know iedge of the model structure (C, A, xp) and the

sequence of inpul -output symbols uik for anv k > fci suffices to uniquely determine the state

sequence over ka <l <k (Mko...Mk). The observability definition in IPN can be formally

proposed as follows.
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Definition 2.30 An IPN given by (Q, ,U0) ,
where M0 may be uninown, is observable if

there exists an integer fc < oo such tha.l 'u> g Afc (Q, Mq) U Ab (Q. AÍq) it holds that the

information provided by uj and (Q,M0) iffices to uniquely determine the initial marking

Mq and the marking Mi reached by the ¡ ing of the underlaying firing transition sequence

0~w

Therefore an IPN is observable if fc : any sequence of input-oul put signáis of length

equal or greater than fc and for any blo< !;ing sequence, the markin •, sequence reached by

the system can be uniquely determined.

Since the set Su contains the markin ■>

sequences generated by ihe. same input-output

sequence u G Afc (Q, Mq) U As (Q, Mq) ,
i hcn when \SW\ = 1 there e* ¡ls only one marking

sequence for the word u>. Thus the inil.io
'

and the actual marking i n be computed from

these marking sequence, leading to an < >servable IPN. This fací is formalized in the

following theorem.

Theorem 2.31 An IPN given by (Q, Ah.) is observable if and ov'// if there is an integer

fc < oo such that Vw G Afc (Q, M0) U A/, (Q,Mq) it holds that \S__Y -■ 1, where _><_ is the

marking sequences set corresponding to ce

Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that there e -.ís an integer fc < oo such l'utlVu, G Afc (Q, Mq) U

Ab(Q,M0) it holds that \S__\ = 1, thin a function * : Afc (Q, Y,,',,) U AB(<5,M0) —>

R(Q,Mq) x R(Q,Mq) can be computed, here Nt fulfills the followr :: Vw G Afc(Q,Mo)U
Ag (Q, Mo) it holds that \_* (lj, (Q, Mo)) *•= Mq, Mí) where Mq is the Y ¡al marking and Mí

is the marking reached by the firing of liu underlaying firing transil • sequence au.

(Necessity) Suppose that there is n< integer fc < oo such Um, lu G A (Q,Mo)U

Ag (Q, Mq) it holds that \S__,\ = 1, then >r any k there is at leasi -me u> G Afc(Q,Mo)U
As (Q,Mo) such that \SU\ / 1, therefore 1 ;_j\ > 1. Assume further v lhout lost of generality

thatSu= {71 = Mi Mj--- Mk--- Af-,' *,
= M[ M¡-

•• M'k--
■ Al', }.

Since these sequences are different, I a there must exist mari s Mk,M'k such that

M/t jt M'k in 71; 72 respectively. Notic.x 'lint when the initial ma king of (Q,Mq) is Mk

or M'k then there exist two different val i to assign to Mq, or lh action 4* cannot be

obtained, a contradiction. m

2.3 Switched Linear Systn s

The definition of a SLS is presented in i -

following.

Definition 2.32 Let IF = {El, ..., Es} bt ■

family of linear systems . of them of the same

dimensión, and let (Q,Mq) be an IPN. "'*e 2-hipla (T,(Q,Mq)) i SLS if:

1. There exists a function <1> : R(Q,AI > YF, such that ifthe cm
■

marking of(Q, Mq)
is Mfc, then the linear system «_»(A/ is the only linear sysleí ¡I is evolving.

2. There exist bijective functions 6¡u,.- (

: Kn —> Mn such that Sjx, .(x^)
= x¿ indicates

how the SLS state is changed whm Ihe SLS commutes from lo Ej, E¿,Ej G F
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3. The elapscxl lime to change from A//, lo Mk+i is finite and different from zero.

4- The IPN is Uve, binary and cyclic, an IPN is binary ifM(p.) < 1 for any place and

any reaclm le marking.

5. It is OSSUVitd that every E¿ G F evo res for a finite r > O before E¿ commutes to

another Y.¡.

Then, a SL> i,-* described by the followin;', state equation:

±(t) =AMk.n!) + BMkv,(t)
Vc(t) - CMkx(t)

Mfc+1 = Mk + Cvk

ydk ip(Mk)

(2.22)

x(t)
■ Y(t) -

VciY)
■ U(t) =

u(t)

Mfc(í) Vdk(t) vk(t)

where vk is the liring vector and there exist functions <_• and 5mí,Mj as described above.

Hereafter cominuous and discrete state vectors will be represented as x(t) and Mk(t)

respectively.

Let us definí* i he state vector X(t), the output vector Y(t) and the input vector U(t) of

the switched linear system as:

A'(0 =

Condition 2 ol previous definition is not restrictive at all, it is fulfilled in all SLS. For

instance, some classes of nonlinear systems (NLS) can be approximated by SLS, where

each LS is a linearization of the NLS in diíferent operation points. Notice that each LS

has its own tangent state space, the functions &Mi,M_- couple the respective tangent state

spaces.

2.3.1 Obset v.iliility in Switched Linear Systems

Definition 2.3;i The SLS '-o = (F,(Q,Mo)} i-s said to be observable at to if there exists a

finite ti > ío such that for any state Xq at lime to, the knowledge of the input U [ío, íi] and

the output Y [to, t_] over the finite time internal [to, ti], and the system structure, suffices to

uniquely determine the initial and current state of 0 .

It can be observed from previous definí i ions that if there exist two state trajectories

ATi(í), AJ"2(í), wilh different initial conditions ATi(O), ^¿(O), generating for any time (í)
the same outpui K*(í) = Y2(i), when the s. ne input U(t) is given to the system in both

trajectories, then Ihe SLS is unobservable It occurs since the information of Yi(t) =

Y2(t) = Y(t) and U(t) is not enough to dis(in,;uish between initial conditions X\(Q), X2(Q),
i.e. there exists no function ^(Y(t),U(t)) - .Yx(0), *(F(í), í/(í)) = AJ"2(0).
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Definition 2.34 Let Q be a dynamic system, then Xt(Q) denotes Ihe set of finite time

t state trajectories that are obtained applying all possible input *u¿ lo every possible initial

state condition.

For sí G XtC-3), the notation I(sí) = w¡[0, í] means that the state trajectory s¿ was

generated applying the input w¿[0, í] to -,. in the time interval [0, í|, and O(sí) = 2/i[0,í]
denotes the output y¿[0, í] generated by s,.

Definition 2.35 Let SJ be a SLS. The state trajectories s¿ and Sj e XT(S) are said to be

Input Related, denoted as (IR) s¿ «*

Sj, if I(s_) = I(sj), and they are said to be Output

Related, denoted as (OR) Sj
~

Sj, if 0(b_) = 0(sj). Notice thnl both are equivalence

relationships.

The following equivalence classes can be defined in the set XT('o)

C£ = {_;* | !(.„) = «.},
and (2.23)

C* = {s„\0(sp)=yi}

Up to now, we have grouped the equivalent hybrid state trajectories related to the same

input signal into the coset XT(3)/J7_. = ll^p^t = {C¿*} and to Ihe same output signal

into the coset XT(',_)/0_? = n^utput = {<" '')}. Now, the observabihi v of the SLS will be

characterized using these partitions.

Theorem 2.36 The SLS S is observable if and only if there exists a limet such í/iaíV¿, j,

1.% = C* n Cg , Cl G Ilg^ and Cg G U;l_tJ>u_, tt holds that |*§| =- 1, where n?A denotes
**j

the cardinality ofthe set Trfj.

Proof. (Sufficiency). Assume that V7rg - C^ l~l C® it holds that L?* =1. Then sk G irfj
is the only sequence in irñ. Thus a function 9 : U x Y —

> X-(,*) can be found, such

that ty(ui,yj) = s/t, where I(sk) = u¡, O k) = yj, and the initial id final states Zfc(0),

ifc(r) of Sfc can be computed, i.e. there -xists a function A(sfc) (xk(0), xk(r)) ,
then

Ao*(m¿,j/j) = (xfc(0),xfc(r)).

(Necessity). Assume that there exists nfj = C® n Cy. such thal Jt? > 1. Then there

exist at least two sequences sk,s¡ G nfj, sech that I(sk) = I(s¡) and ü(sk) = 0(s¡). Thus

for the same Ui, yj two sk, s; (or even more) state sequences are ■■enerated. Then, the

function <_■ : U X Y —> Xt(3) does not exist. Then, using the inpul and output sequences

is not enough to determine neither the sequence ñor the initial and final states ofthe system.

Thus the SLS is unobservable. ■

The previous result characterizes the o' «■ervability in SLS. Thi ■

haracterization, how

ever, uses all the possible state trajectori> leading to complex ana .. Next chapters are

devoted to show how to use previous th rem to derive a struct I characterization in

SLS.



Chapter 3

CONTINUOUS TO DISCRETE

SYSTEM INFORMATION

This chapter presents three cases when the I PN is not observable. The cases are classified

into the following categories: a) several markings producing the same output, b) several

discrete markings sequences producing the saine output information. The first case deals

when several marking produce the same output, thus the discrete output information is not

enough to determine the discrete state; the m cond case addresses the problem when several

marking sequences produce the same discrete output information, thus the IPN information

is not enough to determine which marking sequence was fired (i.e. the continuous systems

sequence), thus it is impossible to compute, using the IPN information, which is the discrete

marking.

Fortunately, if the continuous information meets some properties, then it will be possible
to distinguish the discrete marking.

3.1 Several places producing Ihe same output

Let us consider the IPN of Figure 3.1. This IPN is binary, live, and cyclic. Unfortunately,
two markings produce the output B. Thus il symbol B is produced as output, for instance,

it is impossible to determine if the system is in marking [ 0 1 0 ] or [ 0 0 1 ]
If this IPN is representing the discrete part of a SLS, then the only possibility to

pwA ■

a

Figure 3.1: Several places producing the same output

17
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distinguish each marking is using the continuous information. In order to do that, the

outputs of the continuous systems must, contain information to distinguish which linear

system is working and afterwards, this information can be used to compute the discrete

marking. System identification can be used to distinguish which LS is evolving, however

this approach assumes that some white noise can be added to the LS inputs. If this

hypothesis cannot be satisfied, then there still exists the possibility to distinguish both

continuous systems. We named distinguishability to the property allowing to distinguish
both systems without using an identification scheme.

Definition 3.1 The linear systems Ei (_.*,_3i,Ci) , T,2(A2,B2,C2) are said to be distin

guishable from each other if the knowledge. of the input u [to, t_] and the output y [to, t_] over

the finite time interval [ío, ¿i] suffices to determine which LS is evolving.

Similar to the concept of observabili i v two linear systems are indistinguishable from

each other using the input and the outpu' iff both systems genérate the same output when

the same input is applied.

Notation 3.2 Let Ei (Ai, Bi, C_) , E2 (A.,. B2, C2) be two SISO linear systems, the linear

system £ {.A, B, G} denotes the extended LS form with the pair of matrices

B =

G = I Cj

Ai 0

0 A2

Bi

B2

(3.1)

Lemma 3.3 Let Ei (Ai,B_,G-_) , T.2(A2. B2,C2) be two SISO LS where Ai G Kn and

__2 G Km Then the linear systems Ej (__i . Bi, C_) and T.2 (A2, B2,C2) are distinguishable

from each other if and only if the only sol • l ion to the equation

Ce
At

Xq +
_-Ar

Bu(r)dr 0 (3.2)

¿s i-j
= 0 and u(t) = Q.

Proof. If the linear systems £j (Ai,B_ ,(',) and E2 (A2, B2, C2) are imlistinguishable from
each other then there exists an input u(l) rli that the same output y(i ) is produced by both

systems when u(t) is applied, i.e. for two ifferent initial conditions x_, x\ it holds that:

and

y(t) = Cié*'

y(t) = C2eA*

r- [ e-AiTBxu(r)dT
Jo

\ I / e~A2TB2u(T)dT
Jo

(3-3)

(3.4)
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then combining equations (3.3) and (3.4):

Cíe
Ait

<-o + / e~AíTBiu(T)di
Jo

C2eA* 4 + í e-A2TB2u
Jo

(r)dr

this equation can be written as

CieMtxl - C2eA*xl = í \-C_eY ''(«-r)^ + Osfi-^^-^Ba] u(r)dr.

(3.5)

(3.6)

Now, since 3.6 is equivalent to:

[ Ci -C2 ]
.t»i O

.Alt

/o.Ci -Co

o

eAi(t-,) 0

O e-42(t-r)

Bi

B2

(3.7)

u(r)dr

equation (3.7) can be written in terms of the matrices (3.1), with xq
= [ x¿ Xg ] * then

ñr„At
Ce ■jf^oxo+ / e

"

Bu(r)dr
O

= 0. (3-8)

Since Ei (j4i, Si,Ci) is indistinguishable from Y,2(A2,B2,C2), thus there exist solutions

xq ^ O and u(í) ^ O to equation (3.8). The < inverse is also true, then Ei (_4i,__i,Ci) and

E2 (A2,B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each. other iff the only solution to equation (3.8)
is xq = O and u(i) =0. ■

Remark 3.4 The analysis presented in this work is restricted to inputs that can trans

formed into Laplace functions.

Remark 3.5 Taking the Laplace transform • f equation (3.8) we obtain:

OC(sl-A)
J

so + C {.«.i"-- A)
l

BU(s) (3.9)

which always has solutions xq
= —aB and U(s) = a for any real constant a i.e. when

the input is an impulse function. However, impulse functions cannot be implemented and

therefore, if the analysis is restricted to inpuls that can transformed into Laplace functions,

then equation (3.8) has only solution xo
= O, u(i) = O iff the unique solution space of

equation (3.9) is B.

Theorem 3.6 Let Ei (Ai, B\, Ci) , E2 (A2, IY,C2) be two linear systems, where Ai G Rnxn

and A2 G Kmxm Then the linear systems E|
'

A\,Bi,C_) , £2 (A2,B2,C2) are distinguish

able from each other if and only if the realiza! ¡on E {Á, B, C} is minimal and its transfer

function does not have transmission zeros (i.e. CAdj (si
—

A) B = a for some constant

a t/t Oj, where Á, B, C are the matrices of (;l. t).
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Proof. (Sufficiency) Assume that the realization £ {A, B ,
C\ is minimal and has no trans

mission zeros, but the LS Ei (Ai, _-i,C ) and T,2(A2,B2,C2) are indistinguishable from
each other, then there exist xo -^ 0 or u(! ) -j- 0 such that equation (3.8) holds.

Equation (3.9) can be written as:

CAdj (si- A) xp CAdj (si- A) B
_

det {si -Á)
H

__*(«/-_*)
U{S) ~ °' ( ]

since the realization (A, B,C} is minimal. there is no cancellation of terms between

CAdj (si
-

__) B and det (si
-

A) , (3.11)

and U(s) is:

U(s) = -í:Adj{f-A\X°- (3.12)v ; '

CAdj (sI-A)B

however, since the transfer function C (s /
—

A) B has no transmission zeros,

CAdj (si -A)B (3.13)

does not contain terms in s. Thus in order to U(s) be a proper transfer function, xo needs

to be equal to aB for any a. Therefore U(s) = a, i.e. U(s) is an impulse function or

Dirac delta function. Then according to Lemma 3.3 and remark 3.5 the linear systems

Ei (Ai, Bi, Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are distinquishable from each other. A contradiction.

(Necessity) We show that if the reali:nlion {A, B,C} is not minimal (noncontrollable
or nonobservable) or has transmission z ros then the linear systems Ej {Ai,J_fi,Ci) and

£2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each other. The proof is divided in three parts.

a) The pair {_■_, C} is nonobservable.

Then, for input u(t) = 0, the Laplaee. transform of equation (3.6), becomes:

Ci (si
- Ai)'1 ,¿ - C2 {si

- A2)~l xl = Q (3.14)

i.e.

C(rl -A)-\o=Q. (3.15)

Since the pair (A, C} is nonobserveY U: then the columns of C (si
—

A)~ are linearly

dependent [1¡. Henee, there. exists a ector xq **¿ 0 such that the equation (3.15) holds.

Thus, for input u(t) = 0, there exi-c initial conditions x¿ 7^ 0 or Xq / 0 such that the

LS £1 (Ai, Bi, Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are indistinguishable from each other [5].

b) There is a transmission zero X G-C nf C (si
—

Á)~ B.

Then the output due to the initial sl le:

x0= -(Á-A/)_1.Bfc (3.16)
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and the input

u(í) = keM (3.17)

is identically zero [1]. Henee, equation ( 1.8) is satisfied, and the LS Ei (Ai,__i,Ci) ,

E2 (A2,.B2i C2) are indistinguishable frt -, n, each other.

c) The pair {A,C} is noncontrollable.

Since

H^ =^ C(sI-Á)-lB (3.18)
D{s)

and

C(sI-A)^B = ÓAd^;I-ÍB (3.19)V '

det(s/-A)
V ;

then

CAdj (sI-A)B/ det (si
-

A) (3.20)

are not irreducible and

deg(ZJ) (s)) <deg(det (si
-

A)), (3.21)

because terms in CAdj (si
—

Á) B were cancelled with terms in det (si
—

A), thus

there exist constants Xi G C and an input

(s Ai)
■ • •

(s
-

Xp)

with p < ñ = n + m, such that

D(s) (s - X_) ■ ■ ■

(..:
- A-) = det (si

-

A) (3.23)

where Xi,i = l,...,p are the nonconlix A Iable modes, where the modes of A are the

roots of det (si
—

A). And therefore, Il{*)U(s) is:

H(s)U(s) = C(sI- A)-1 BU(s) = "^ (3.24)

since H(s) has no transmission zeros, luen N(s) is constant, and there exists a con

stant ¡3 such that f3 = aN(s). And then ¡re, there exist a constant vector xq such that

the equation

CAdj(sl
- Á)x0 = /3, (3.25)

holds. Since the left hand side of equalmn (3.25) is [13]:

CAdj (si
-

A) = C {Sisñ~l + ■ ■ ■ + Sñ) (3.26)
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where Si can be recursively computed as:

Sk = Sifc-i

Si=I,
\ + a/fc_i/ for k = 2,

O = Sñ + añI

(3.27)

with <l¿, i = 1, . , . ,ñ being the coeff:'

det (sí
- Á '

and

det (s/
-

A) =

Therefore, the equation (3.25) hohl-

1 O O

ai 1 O

a2 ai 1

añ-i añ-2 añ-3

since the pair (A,C) is observable

and u(t) **¿ O satisfying equation (.

T.2(A2,B2,C2) are indistinguishab!

ent of the characteristic polynomial of A, i.e..

= sñ + aisñ-1 + --- + añ (3.28)

det (si -Ai) det (si
-

A2) . (3.29)

. if the following matrix equation is satisfied

0
"

c
"

0

0 CA 0

0 CA2
Xq
=

0

0

1
_

CAñ-1
_ .-P .

(3.30)

i0
**¿ O can be computed. Thus, there exist xq */ O

1.8), thus the linear systems Ei (Ai,_3i,Ci) and

from each other.

Notation 3.7 In this work T(A) represents the matrix

T(A)

where ai is the i
— th coefficient of the < nracteristic polynomial of A i.e.

det(sl
-

A)

1 0 0 • 0

(Il 1 0 ■ 0

a2 ai 1 ■ 0

0

71
— 1 «n-2 an-3 1

+ ais™
x

H \-an,

(3.31)

(3.32)

and T X(A) ¿s the inverse of the matrú: T(_4)i note í/iaí T :(A) is also a lower triangular

matrix with ones over the diagonal. The matrix T(A) is known as a Toeplitz matrix.

Notation 3.8 IfN (s) = ¡3 (basp + bis1'
'

H + bp) then the n-dimensional vector vn(_V(_))

vn(D(s)) = [ 0 ■ * 0 /360 pb* v (3.33)

where p < n.
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Remark 3.9 Notice that if the linear syslr £x (Ai,__i,Ci) , £2 (A2,B2,C2) are indis

tinguishable then Ihe class of inputs u(t) Ihm 'oree two linear systems £1 (Ai,__i,Ci) and

Y,2(A2,B2,C2) lo exhibit the same oulpul y(t) are those with Laplace transform

N(s)
U(s)

D(s)

with

(3.34)

(3.35)N(s)=/3(b0sP 1 lnsP^+j-'+bp)
D (s) = CA,l) (si

-

A) B

where p < áeg(CAdj (si
—

A) B), p is a retí ronstant, and the parameters bt i = O, . . . ,p

are such that T'1(Á)Mñ(N(s)) G Im (O (A, Cj) .

Example 3.10 Consider the LS £1 (Ai,üi,Ci) and T.2(A2,B2,C2) where

and

A_ = -

A2 =

1

RC'

O

1

LC

Bx =
1

RC

; b2 =

Y_ O ]

r_
L J

d = l

O

_____

L LC

(3.36)

(3.37)

with R, L, C constants.

Since CAdj (si — A) B
— (RC)~l s2, wilh A,B,C computed as in equation (3.1), then

the output of both systems due to the input n,(t) = 1 and the initial conditions x¿ = 1,

x§ = [ 1 O 1 ¿s y(t) = 1, Thus the dynamic equations are indistinguishable from each

other.

Notice that the only class of inputs making both systems to have the same output is:

U(s)
(« + /■»)

(3.38)

for any real constants f3 and a.

The concept of indistinguishability between -.late realizations can also be stated in terms

of the Markov parameters as follows.

Corollary 3.11 The linear systems £1 (Ai, ¿>'),Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are distinguishable from

each other if and only CiA\Bi = C2A\B2 for i = 0, . . . ,ñ-2 and CiA^lBi / C2A^~lB2,
with ñ = n + m.

Proof. It is easy to see that a realization {_!. B,C} is minimal and has no transmission

zeros if and only if CAdj (si
—

A) B = a for some real constant a/0. That is

CSkB = 0for =l,...,ñ-l

ami

CSñB = o ,1-ith a¿{)

(3.39)
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thus, writing the conditions of (3.39) fl*- a matrix equation yield

CB

T(A)
C

C

í 0

2B
=

0

lB —

a

(3.40)

T~l(A) ! (3.41)

then

cu
'

0

CA' ¿B

=

0

CÁfl B —a

(3.42)

CAkB =_- C,A\Bi - C2A\B2 (3.43)

ií follows that CiA\Bi = C2A\B2 for i 0, ñ
- 2 ana CiA?_1J3i *-¿ C2Af_1_32. ■

The terms

A¿ = C/1'_1J3 .

= 1,2,...

are known as the Markov parameters of he system.

Corollary 3.12 The linear systems Ei (.*1 1, B^Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are distinguishable from
each other iff the system matrix

~

I -Á B

C 0
(3.44)

has full rank for all s G C.

Proof. Because CAdj (si
—

A) B can /< written as [13]:

CAdj (si
- A) '} = det

si -A B

C 0
(3.45)

then since the LS £1 (Ai,BiC_) , T.2{
'

>,B2,C2) are distinguishable from each other iff

CAdj (si
-

A)B = a for some a =£ 0 Yhen the LS £1 (Ai,_3_,Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are

distinguishable from each other iff the n !rix

sl -A B

Ó 0
(3.46)

has full rank for all s G C. ■
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Corollary 3.13 Ifthe linear systems Ei (Ai,BitCi) , T.2(A2,B2,C2) are distinguishable

then the individual realizations are observable and controllable.

Proof. Without loss of generality assume that- the pair {Ai,_?i} is noncontrollable, then

there exists a vector v= [ vi v2 v_ ] ^ 0 with v2
=

v¡
= 0 and vi ^ 0, such that

Vi [ si -Ai Bi ] =0

and

[ vi v2 v3 ]

sI-.\L 0 Si

0 s/-A2 B2

C{ -C2 0

(3-47)

(3.48)

and therefore the linear systems Ei anal E2 aré indistinguishable. The proof showing that

the individual systems must be observable is very similar. ■

In order to present the distinguishability concept in the geometrical context the indis-

tinguishability subspace will be presented next and it will be used to give a useful charac

terization of distinguishability between linear systems.

Definition 3.14 Let £1 (Ai,Bi,Ci) , £2(A_,B2,C2) be two LS of dimensión n and m

respectively. The subspace VVC X denotes Ihe set o/xoG X such that there exists an input

u(t) making both linear systems £1 (Ai,Bi, Ci) and T,2 (A2,B2,C2) to be indistinguishable

from each other, where X is the external direct sum of Xi and X2, written Xi®X2 and

defined as [14]:
r

xi
X = Xi(£X2

x2

: xi G __i and x2 G X2

W is named the indistinguishability subspace o/£i (A^B^Ci), £2 (A2,B2, G_). The sub

spaces WiE Xi for i = 1, 2 are defined as:

W = I Xq : x0 G Xi and [ x\ x§ ] G X \ (3.49)

Proposition 3.15 If deg(CAdj (si
—

A) B) = q then the indistinguishability subspace W

o/Ei(Ai,Bi,Ci), £2(A2,B2,C2) is

Yxl = Ñ+Vx+---+Vq-i (3.50)

where fxf is the unobservable subspace of (C, A) , Vi + V2 C X is defined as:

V1+V2 = {a + b:ae Vub e V2) . (3.51)

V. = {x:3k T(Á)0(C,A)x = kei, i -__ 1, . . . ,q
- 1} (3.52)

with ei is being a ñ dimensional vector where the j
— th element is zero if j / i and one

otherwise.
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Proposition 3.16 If B = 0 then the indistinguishability subspace VV of Ei (Ai,Bi,Gi) ,

£2 (A2, B2,C2) is equal to the unobservable. subspace of (C, Á) ,
that is VV = Af.

Corollary 3.17 The linear systems £1 (A , , Bi, Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are distinguishable from

each other if and only VV =0.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Suppose that VV =0, that is, there is no xo 7-= 0 such that for some u (í)

equation (3.8) holds. It is next proved that, if VV =0 then £1 (AijB^Ci), £2(A2,B2,C_)
are distinguishable from each other, that v.s

,
with xo

= 0,the only solution to equation (3.9)

is U(s) = 0, i.e.

CAdj (sí
-

A) BU(s) = 0. (3.53)

Equation (3.53) holds ifa) U (s) = 0 or !>) CAdj (si
-

A) B. It only remains to prove that

b) does not occurs with B ^ 0 (because if 13 / 0, then both equations are autonomous and

VV =Ñ =0 means that £-.(Ai,Bi,Ci) and T.2(A2,B2,C2) are distinguishable from each

other [5]).
Condition b) can be written as

T(Á)Y(C,Á)B = 0 (3.54)

or

O (C, A) B = 0. (3.55)

Since VV =0 then Af =0, i.e. rank (O (C, A)) = ñ, and therefore condition b) only holds

with B — 0. And £1 (Ai, Bi,Ci) , £2 (A2, B2, C2) are distinguishable from each other.

(Necessity) According to Theorem 3.(¡ /Ei and £2 are distinguishable from each other

then Ñ —

0, and the only solution of 1 ¡aation (3.8) is xq =¿ 0 and u(t) **¿ 0, thus by

definition of VV, VV =0. ■

3.2 Several marking sequences producing the same output

The IPN depicted in Figure 3.2 represents the case when several places produce the same

output information, as in the previous case, however, the systems may be indistinguishable,
thus previous results cannot be used in oidor to gain observability in the discrete system.

Moreover, the sequence ofmarkings M\ A I produce the same input-out ] mt information that

the sequences of markings M2Mt_, thus i1 is impossible, using the discrete information, to

distinguish between both discrete sequen s.

However, if some information is obtained from the continuous system commutation,

then it is possible to know which discrete sequence was fired. The idea is to use the char

acterization of indistinguishability subspace for two LS and extend this idea to continuous

system commutations and use it to disthi uish between firing sequences presenting the same

discrete output.

Definition 3.18 The sequence of LS .' !A1¡) ■ ■ ■ <I> (Mfc) and <I> (M¡) • • • $ (M'k) where Mi
■ ■ ■ Mfc 7^ M[ ■ ■ ■

M'k, are said to be distan ishable from each other, if Ihe. information ofthe

input and the output of the LS suffices 1 Aelermine which sequence of LS evolves.
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*\HM<r
Figure 3.2: An IPN where two making sequences produce the same output

It follows from Theorem 2.36 that the sequence of LS $ (M¿) •••<_> (Mk) and $ (M¡) ■ ■ ■

<_■ (M'k) axe distinguishable from each other, iff the sequence produce different outputs when

the sanie input is applied.

Notation 3.19 Hereafter the realization {Ak,Bk,Ck} denotes the realization form with the

matrices

AMk 0

0 AM,k .

%

Afe

Bfc =
BA

(3.56)

Ct = I Cuk -Cm¡_ J

for some markings Mk and M'k where <_• (Mk) = T.Mk (Am_-Ba/,., C¡\¡k) o-nd <_> (M'k) =

XMik(AMik,BMrk,CAIY).

Lemma 3.20 Let <I> (M¿) -•■<_> (Mk) and <_> (M¡) ••■<_• (M¿) where M¿-
■ ■

Mk ^ M¡-
■ ■

M'k be

two sequence of LS generating the same discrete input-output information, then <í> (M¿) • • ■

■_> (Mfc) ano! <_> (M¿)
• ■ ■ $ (M¿) are distinguishable from each other iff the only solution to

the equation

CieMi-to) Jx(íq) + jj e-¿*C-'o-T)¿¡M(T)dT] = o forte [í0,íi]

CkeA^~h) \x(t_) + ¡l e-A^-h-)Bku(r)dr\ = 0 for t G (tk,t-k+1)

(3.57)
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is xq = O and u(t) = O, where x(U) = 5itj< í*(***-to)x (tí_1) t_¿#¡, ,5¿J.
?>Mi,M_ O

O *Ai!,Aij

Proof. For simplicity the proof is made for sequence of LS of length two.

(Sufficiency) Assume that there exisl. two sequence of LS $ (M¿) <í> (Mj) and -3? (M'_)

<_- (Mj] with MíMj t¿ M/Mj suc/i that Al.Mj and M[Mj produce the same discrete input-

output sequence w. Now suppose that the corresponding continuous trajectories <_> (Mi) *_• (Mj)

and ■!> (M¡) <í> ( M' 1 produce the same continuous output for some input u (t), that is

CMieAMr-to)Xl{to) + £C^^-^BmMtWt t G [í0,íi]

CM.e^^^xiíti) + fl(\¡}eAMr-^-^BMiu(T)dr t G (Í!,t2)
(3.58)

CM/". (í-to)x2(í0) + ¿ C}¡,eA^{t-T)BM,u(T)dr t G [_„,*_]

CMje^(t-tl)x2(í1) + JJ Cu;e^(í"tl-T,BMjW(r)ár f G fr, í2)

t_ií/i ?/Cl
= yC2.Now, substracting yC2 (í) /7»/)i í/Cl (í) and writing the equation in terms of the

matrices (3.56):

OieMt-to) [x(ío) + j* e--**(í-r)5iU(r)dT] = o /or í G [í0,tl]

and (3.60)

£je*_(*-«i) [x(íj) + ft\ e-^»{'-*i-T)_5Jtt{r)<_T] = O forte (h,t2)

therefore equation (3.60) holds for some v (í) and x (ío) ,
where u (t) **¿ 0 or x (ío) t¿ 0.

JZTie necessity follows using a similar ¡nocedure. ■

Lemma 3.21 Let <& (M.) ■ ■ ■ § (Mk) and <í> (M¡)
• • $ (M'k) where Mt- ■ ■

Mk =¿ M¡-
■ ■

M'k be

two sequence of LS generating the same discrete input-output information, then $ (Mj) ■ • ■

<_> (Mfc) and <E> (M-)
■ ■ ■ # (M¿) are distinguishable from each other if

(WinWj's^ = o) v (w-n>v,+1áj,j+1 = o)

v***v(w/_-nwfcáfc_1,fc=o)
(3.61)

where Wi is the indistinguishability subspnee o/E^, T,Mi.

Proof. For simplicity the proof is made for sequence ofLS of length equal to two.

Assume that MíMj, M[M'- G Sw where MíMj /M'^ and WjnVVjá-,.- = O then is easy

to see that equation

CieUt-to) [x(ío) + £ e~A (/-T)¿,u(r)dT] = 0 /or í G [Í0)íl]
and (3.62)

C.e'M*-*». [x(íi) + Jj e-^C '■-^^•«(Tjdr] = O /or í G (ti, fe)
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does not hold. Nolice that, if

x(í0) 4- / i

Jto

-Á,T
Biu(r)dr (3.63)

for t G [to,íi), then the continuous state belongs to the indistinguishability subspace of

■SmíÍAa-í-Baí^Ca/,), Em; (Ami*bm_>cm<) *•«• *(*) •= W» /or * •= [■•o-'-i) ->eca«se ífecne

exisís an input u (í) í/taí make the LS systems £m¿ (A^ , flj^ , Caí; ) to be indistinguishable

from JlMi í A__fi, B¡\[>, C^'. ) for some initial condition x (ío) . In a similar way x (í) G Wj

for t e [ti,t2) . Since x(í*.) = SirjeÁl<-tí-t"'>x(t0) then if equation (3.62) holds for xq j=- 0 or

u(t) **¿ O there exists a vector ;/Oe ÍVííIWjSíj. m

3.3 Detection of the commutation time

In IPN as in SLS it is necessary to be able to detect the time when the system commute

to another state as well as to be able to compute this new state to characterize the system

observability If this is not possible then the system is not sequence- ñor marking-detectable,
and therefore is unobservable. In the IPN of Figure 3.3 the time when the system commute

from marking [ 0 1 0 ] to marking [ 0 1 0 ] cannot be detected using the input-

output information of the IPN and in the IPN of Figure 3.4 is not possible to compute

the new state when the system commute from marking [ 0 1 1 0 0 ] to marking

[ 0 0 1 1 0 ] ,
since this commutation generates the same input-output information

than the commutation from marking [ 0 1 1 0 0 ] to marking [ 0 1 0 0 1 ] ;

i.e. both IPN are unobservable.

Figure 3.3: An IPN where the commutation time cannot be detected

Next, the conditions under which a commutation in the SLS can be detected are pre

sented.

Proposition 3.22 The time when the SLS commute from a state Mj to a state Mk when

the transition ta is fired (i.e. Mj
—■■■■* Mk), ís detected using the input-output information

of the IPN iff

\(ta)¿e ortpC (;ta)¿0 (3.64)
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Px

B
«2. P- C

^

B

t3£

Figure 3.4: An IPN where the new state cannot be computed

If the commutation time cannot be detected using the information of the discrete sys

tems it is possible to detect the commutation time using the information provided by the

continuous states, as follows.

Proposition 3.23 The time ti when the SLS commute from E^ to E^ (with tp (Mf)
■***-

tp (Mk)) is not detectable from the continuous system if there exists an input u (t), an initial

condition x(ío) and a time ti G [ío, í] such that the following output trajectories

2/1 (í)= í,CMieAM^-to)xi(to) + í CMieAMr-^BMiu(T)dT t G [í0, t2) (3.65)

and

( CMie^^(í-to'x2(ío) + ¡l CMteAMr-YBMiU{T)dT t e [to¡ tj
"''''''

~

1

CMjeAMr-^x2(t_) +it\ CM3eAMr-^BMju(r)dT l G (h,t2)
(3.66)

are the same for both state trajectories, in other words a state trajectory that remains in

$ (Mi) cannot be distinguish from a state trajectory that in a time ti commutes from ■_> (M.)
to $ (Mj) .

Now, consider the state trajectories x'i(í) and x2(t) (notice that x¡(í) does not commute)

given by

s= / e^(*-*o)*rx(to) + fl eAMr-T)BM]u(T)dr t G [í0,íi]

e-W-**-)-^--.) + Jl eAMr-^BMu(r)dr t G (íi,í2)
xi(t)-- (3.67)

and

x2(t)=

AM (t-t0)
a*_('*o) + Jt e

t AM (t-T)
BM]u(r)dT tc- [-o,íi]

eA^k(t-t^X2(tl) + Jl e^r-^BMM^dr t G (íi,í2)
(3.68)
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where xi(ío) = a.2(to)> their corresponding output trajectories are:

. , í Cm^^-^x^íq) + Jl CMieAMr-r)BMju.r)dr t G [fe, fe]
Vl( '

1 CMjeAM.^xi(ti) + H CM]eAMr-T)BMju(T)dr t G (ti, fe)

and

„ frt. / CMjeAMr-to)x2(to) + i! CMjeAMr-^BMju(r)dr t G [fe, fe]

\ CW^M^'-'^Xaífe) + j* CMfce^(f-T)BA_^(r)dr í G (fe, fe)

then the commutation between systems can be detected iff the equation

CMjeAM^-^xi(t_) - CMte^(t-í')x2(í1) =
- Ji' CMjeAMr-T)BMúu(T)dr + J¡ CMfce>lM*(t-T)BMfcu(r)dr

(3.69)

(3.70)

(3.71)

has unique solution xi(fe) = 0, X2(fe) = 0 and u(t) = 0. Where X2(íi) is the initial state of

the system $(Mk) after the commutation, i.e. X2(fe) = SMj,Mkxi(ti).
Equation (3.71) can be written as:

CeÁ(t-tx) e~ATBu(T)dT

where

x(fe) + /
Jti

'

Am_ 0

0 AMk

_

'

bm_
'

L BMk \
C = [ Cm_ -CMk ]

= 0

B

(3.72)

(3.73)

and x(íi) = [ Xi(íi) X2(fe) ] Then the time when the SLS commutes from the LS

Eaíj (Am, , Bm, , Cm_ ) to the LS system Em,. (A¡\ik , BMk • CMk ) is detectable iff the only

solution to equation (3.72) is u(t) = 0 and x(fe) = 0. Since equation (3.72) is similar to

equation (3.8) with the only difference that x(fe) is restricted to be of the form x(fe) =

[ xj(íi) ÓMj.M^iitl) ] f°r some xi(íi) G Xm,, then the time when the SLS commutes

from YiM; to T¡Mk is detectable if [ xi(íi) -M,,Mt2-i(ti) ] G VV for some xi(íi).

Notation 3.24 Hereafter Omí denotes the observability matrix of the pair {Am.,Cmx },
that is OMi

= O (A¡\¡i , Cm.) ■

Theorem 3.25 Leí Em, (Am^Bm^Cm,) , %Mk (Am*- BMk,C_\ii_) be two linear systems.

Iftp(Mj) = ip(Mk) then the time when the SLS commutes from £m (Am , Bm ,Cm ) to

^M* (AMk,BMk,CMk) is detectable iff

1. Bi ker O (Á, ó) and
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2. There is no x (t) ^0 such that [ x (í) 5m ,Mkx (*) ] ■= W.

Proof. Follows easy from the fact that, if [ x (f) ¿m ,Mkx(t) 1 G VV then there eaásts a

continuous state x(íi) G Xm- such that equation (3.71) holds with x(fe) ^ O or u(t) **¿ 0.

Definition 3.26 Leí £i (Ai,B\C\ ) , £2 (A2, B2, C_) be two linear systems of dimensión n

and m respectively. The subspace VV^ C X denotes the set of xG X such that there exists an

input u (í) = wi (í) such that the time ti when the SLS commute from £1 to £2 cannot be

detected if x (ti) = x and u (í) = ui (t).

Proposition 3.27 J/deg(CAdj (si - Á\ B) = q then Wt_ is

Wti=V0 + ---+Vq-i

and

Vi = i x : 3k such that T(Á)0 (c,A\
In

ÜMjMk
x = ka, i = 0, ...,q

— 1

(3.74)

(3.75)

with ei a ñ-dimenssional vector where eo = 0 and e¿ a vector where the j
— th element is

zero if j -*¿
. and one otherwise.

Corollary 3.28 The time when the SLS commute from £1 to £2 is detectable if and only

vvti=o.

Corollary 3.29 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a SLS Every commutation in (F,(Q,Mq)) is de

tectable if and only ifVMi,Mj G R(Q,Mq) such that Mi
—***** Mj for some t0 G Q, one of

the following conditions hold

1. tp(Mi)¿tp(Mj)

2. The time when the SLS commutes from T,m_ to T,Mk is detectable.

Proposition 3.30 Leí (F,(Q,M0)) be a SLS if

U = min {í > ít_i : JV (í~) ¿ y (t+) } (3.76)

then the commutation time ti can be detected, where

y(t) =

y(t)

y(t)

(ñ-D
y W

(3.77)
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Once the conditions for the detectability of the commutation time have been stated,

the conditions that the systems must fulfill in order to be able to compute the new state

after the commutation will be presented. As mentioned above this is necessary for the

observability of the SLS.

Proposition 3.31 Assume that the SLS commute from a state Mj to a state Mk when the

transition t_ is fired (i.e. Mj
—-■■■* Mk), and that the state Mj is known. The state Mk can be

computed using the input-output information of the IPN iff for every transition th enabled

at marking Mj holds that, if X (ta) = A (fe) = e then tpC (•, ta) */ xpC (•, fe), tpC (•, fe) ^ 0

and tpC (•, fe) / 0

Proposition 3.32 Assume that the SLS commute from a state Mj to a state Mk when

the transition fe is fired (i.e. Mj
—-■■-> Mk), and that the state Mj is known. The state Mk

can be computed using the input and the output of the continuous system iff

1. For every tt enabled at marking Mj such that Mj
—» M, then:

a) B i kerG (Á,c) (with £ (Á,B,C\ the extended LS of ^mí(Amí,bmí,CMí)

and EMk (AMk,BMk,CMk)) and

b) There is no x ^ 0 such that [ <5m¿,m,-e ^Mi,Mkx ] G Ws
j

Example 3.33 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a SLS where (Q,Mq) is depicted in figure 3.5and

t,-E

Figure 3.5: Interpreted Petri Net

JT = {£1,£2} where $ (Mi) = $ ([ 1 0 ]T) = £j and <¡> (M2) = $([ 1 0 ]T) = £2

are two dynamic equations given by the realizations {Ai,Ci,Bi} and {A2,C2,B2} respec

tively, with

and

A2

0 1

-1 0

-1 0

2 -2

- Ci = [ 1 0 ] , B2

, C2 = [ 1 0 ] , B2 --

(3.78)

(3.79)
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Since

C(sl-A)
'
x (ti) = -C (si

- A)-1 BU (s) (3.80)

holds with

x(fe) = gnd U (s) =
—

2s + 4

s3 + 2s2 + s + 2
(3.81)

í/ien ífte commutation time ti cannot be detected iff

x (U) = a and U (s) =
—

a

2s + 4

s3 + 2s2 + s-|-2'
(3.82)

for some real constant a.

In Figure 3.3 the commutation time cannot be detected, the commutation form Ei to E2

occurs in the time í = 5, with x (5) = [
—1 1 ] ,

U (s) = ~e~5s s3+2_tls_-*+2s*-+ **+2

Tf Ci = Ci = [ 0 1 1 then the commutation time ti can be detected, since y (5 ) ^

^(5+).

Notice that, xi(í) m Figure 3.3, it would be the same ifthe SLS does not commute, that

is, if evolves only in £1, the outputs if x (5) = [
— 1 1 ] are yi (5, 00) =

— cos (í) + sin (í)
and y2 (5, 00) =

-

cos (í) + sin (í)
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»*

i 1 r

. i i i r

.2 1 i i L

_.;

2

1 1 1 1 1
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,-
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-O.E

-2

-?í

fv_. ls i

j i l l 1

Ds;re-.e 3:a:e Mi <-\2

1 1 1 i

: l

i i i

5 : ' i IC

An example where the commutation time cannot be detected if y (t) = xi (í) ,

and detected if y (t) = x2 (f )
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Chapter 4

DISCRETE TO CONTINUOUS

INFORMATION

In this chapter the case where the discrete system provides information to the continuous

part, in such a way that the valué of the continuous variables can be computed, even

when every LS of the family is unobservable, is presented. This case occurs when the

IPN marking sequence can be computed using only the input-output IPN information.

Using the IPN marking sequence, the linear system sequence generated by this marking

sequence is computed. Now, using this information, better results can be derived to obtain

observability characterizations of the continuous part. This chapter also presents that, if

the intersection of the unobservable subspaces of the sequence of linear systems is nuil, then

the continuous state can be computed.

4.1 Using the Discrete Information in the observability

Definition 4.1 Leí (F, (Q, Mo)) be a SLS and o¡
= fefe...tg a sequence in £(Q, Mq) such

that Mq
—fe Mi —fe ...Mfc_i

—fe Mfc. For each sequence a¡ there exists a linear system

sequence •_>(Mo)<_,(Mi)...<_,(Mfc_i),_*(Mfc) with k = |<7/| . Then the observability matrix of a

sequence associated with o
¡
is:

Om0

0ML°MoMxZAM^-ta

^Mk_ltk-tk_x •*ÍM0,M1e>W--í°

(4.1)

0A4***Mfc_i,Mfce

where Om0, ■••■ ®Mk are the observability matrices of <í>(Mo), ..., $(Mk) respectively, i.e.

Cmí

oMi =

CmíAm

(4.2)

37
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where ti the ith switching time.

Theorem 4.2 Leí (F, (Q, Mo)) be a SLS, and let M0Mi...Mk^iMk be a marking sequence

evolving in the SLS when the sequence offired transitions a = fefe...t9 is fired. Assume that

the marking sequence can be computed using the input-output information of the IPN, then

the continuos initial state can be recovered iff the observability matrix Oa of the sequence a

has full rank.

Proof. Since the marking evolution Mq —fe Mi —fe ...Mfc_i —fe Mk can be computed then

the sequence of linear systems $(Mo)$(Mi)...<fr(Mk) can be also be computed.

(Sufficiency) Assume that the continuous state cannot be recovered then there exist two

sequences generated by the same input producing the same output., i.e.:

2/ci= <

'

CMo(eA*°t-t*x01(to) + H eA^-^BMou(r)dr) t G [fe, fe]

.
CM^^-^x^tk) +He^r-^-YB^u^dr) t g (fe,fe+1)

and

y02= <

'

CM0(eAMot-^x\l(to) + J¡eA^-^-)BMou(r)dr) t e[to,t_]

.
CMk(eAMY^x^(tk) + Jt[ eA^r^-T)BMku(r)dr) t G (fe.fe+i)

with yCl =yC2-

Now, substracting yc_ (t) from yc_ (t):

CMaeA^-^ (x\(to)
- x\(to)) ÍS [fe, fe]

Vc_ -J/c2=0 = <

k
CMkeAM^-tk (xf (fe) - x£(fe)) í G (fe, fe+i)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.5)

Equation (4-5) implies that (x|(í¿)
—

x^íi) belongs to the unobservable subspace ©/(Am.-Cmí)

[IJl]. Now, since:

Xk(U) = 'ÍMi_1,M,2*fc (í¿-l)

then

0=

f CMoeA^-^{x\(tQ) - x°(í0)) t G [ío, íi]

Cm^^Im^m^^'1"-1 ■ ■ ■

■■■SMo.M_eAMotl-to(x01(t0)-x02(t0)) t G (fe.fe+i)

(4.6)

(4.7)
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Using Taylor series and Cayley-Hamilton theorem, equation 4-7 can be rewritten as:

'

CMo (i + AM„ («
-

fe) +
• •

-^n^Mo1 (*
- ¿o)""1 + ■ ■

)
(x°(t0) - x°(t0)), te [fe, fe]

o=<

CMk (i + AMk (t
-

fe) +
■ ■ ^A^1 (í

- ífc)""1 + • ■

■)
ok,k-ieAM^tk-tk-l---8Mo,M,eA^-t0

(x\(tQ)-xl(tQ)),te(tk,tk+_).

from equation (4-8) the following matrix equation can be established:

(4.8)

Cm0

C-M-áMcM-e^i-*"

OMk5Mk__M^ÁMk-ltk~tk'í ■ ■ '

¿McM, eA"o*i-*o

(x?(í0)-x^(í0))=0 (4.9)

C0-(x?(ío)-x§(fe))=0 (4.10)

since xj (fe) — x_l (to) =-¿ O then the rank of 0_, is not full.

(Necessity) Following a similar procedure is easy to show that if the continuous state can

be computed then the rank of the observability matrix Oa is full. ■

A sufficient condition for the observability in terms of the unobservable subspace of

every linear system can be stated as follows:

Corollary 4.3 Leí (F, (Q, Mq)) be a SLS, and letMoMi...Mk_iMk be a marking sequence

evolving in the SLS when the sequence of fired transitions a = fefe...fe is fired. Assume

that the marking sequence can be computed using the input-output information of the IPN,

then the continuos initial state can be recovered if holds that

(A/Mo n ÑM^MoM, = 0) V (Jx¡Mi nA/"M2^Mi,M2 = o)
v ■ ■ ■ v (MMk__ n AÍMjMk-uMk = o)

(4.11)

where jVm_
=

í| ker Cm,Am1 is the unobservable subspace of (Cm^Am,) ■

Proof. Assume that the continuous state cannot be recovered, now according to theorem

(4-2) then the rank of the observability matrix Oa¡ is not full. And therefore there exist

vectors

z.
= (x\(ti)-x\(ti))¿Q,

zl+i
= (x\+1(ti+i)-x_+1(ti+i))^0

(4.12)

(4.13)
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such that

Zi G Mmí, Zi+l € ÑMi+1
and (4.14)

Zi+i
= 5Mi,ML+ieAMitzi-

Furthermore, the vector v = eAMitZi G A/m (since eAMitMMi __ A/m- **e* the unobservable

subspace of (Cmí, Amí) is e M¿* —

invariant), 5mí,Mí+iv = zi+i G A/mí+1. T/ius v G A/mD

Ñmí+1o'mí,Mí+1, henee:

{Ñm0iYMm1Sm0,Mi / 0) A (AÍMiCxÑm_Smi,M2 ¥= 0) ^ 15\
A • • • A (//M*_inArM*¿Ms_l,Af* # 0) A • • •

and thus condition (4-H) is a sufficient condition for the observability of the continuous

system after the sequence a¡ has been fired. ■



Chapter 5

JOINT OBSERVABILITY

In the joint observability of SLS, the aim is to recover the continuous and discrete states

of the SLS (F,(Q,Mq)).

Theorem 5.1 The system (F,(Q,Mq)) is observable iff

1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q,Mo)) is detectable and after a commutation

the new state can be recovered assuming that previous state was known and

2. There exists a finite integer k such that every sequence ow
= fefe

■ • •

t9 G £(Q,Mq)

of length k such that Mi —fe Mj —fe • • ■ Mfc_i —fe Mk the following conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = {Mi- ■ • Mfc} where w is the input-output sequence of some ow then the

observability matrix Oo- of the sequence ow has full rank.

(b) IfM,
■ ■ ■

Mfc, M¡ ■ ■ ■

M'k G Sw where M¿ • • ■ Mk =¿ M- ■ ■ ■

M'k then the only solution

to the equation

CieÁi{t-to) L(ío) + £ e~;í-(í-t°-r'Biu(T)dTJ =0 forte [í0, ti]

CkeMt-h) [x(íi) + H e-AkrH-r)Bku(T)dr] = 0 for t e (fe, fe+1)
is xo = 0 and u(t) = 0, where x(L) = _iije'4*(t*~t"'z(í._i) with

Smí.Mj

(5.1)

Kr Smi.
M[,M'_

(5.2)

Theorem 5.2 The system (F,(Q,Mq)) ís observable if

1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q,Mq)) is detectable and after a commutation

the new state can be recovered assuming that previous state was known and
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2. There exists a finite integer k such that every sequence aw
= fefe

■ • • fe G £(Q, Mo)

of length k such that Mi —fe Mj
—

> • • •

Mfc_i —fe Mk the following conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = {MíMj
■ ■ ■

Mfc} where w is the input-output sequence of some ow then

(AfMin Mmj&MiMí = °) v {ÑMán AÍMj+15Mj,Mj+_ = 0) ,5
„..

V * * * V (jVMk„irWMkÓMk_1,Mk =0)
K " ;

(b) J/Mi--Mfc,M|---M¿6S1_ where Mi- ■Mk + M[---M'k then

(WinWjSij = o) v (WjrWj+idjj+i = o) , .

v***v(Wfc_1nwfc¿fc_1,fc = o)
l • ;

where Wi is the indistinguishability subspace of Em; , Em! *

Notice that condition 2 a. of Theorem 5.2 is the case where the discrete part provides

information to the continuous systems, and condition 2 6.of Theorem 5.2 is the case where

the continuous systems gives information to the discrete part in such a way that the discrete

system becomes observable, if these conditions hold then it is always possible to recover the

continuous and the discrete states of the SLS.

Based on the previous joint observability characterization some sufficient conditions for

the observability of particular cases in SLS will be presented. Some of these results can be

tested from the structure of the SLS

5.1 Results in Observability

5.1.1 Observability of SLS before the first commutation

As stated before, the concept of system distinguishability can be useful in SLS in order to

identify the marking of the IPN. Next definition presents how to relabel an IPN using the

continuous system information and then a useful proposition is presented.

Definition 5.3 Leí SH = (F,(Q,Mq)) be a SLS and let <_>(M.) = Ea/, (Am^Bm^Cmí)
and ^(M})

=

T,m_ (Am^Bm^Cmj) be two linear systems, where $(M¿), •í'(Mj) G F Then

the IPN ofSH can be relabeled adding new symbols if the linear systems £ a_4 (Am¿ , BM. > Cmí )
and Hm. (Amj,bM_,Cmj) are distinguishable from each other. Thus the marking Mi must

be labeled different from the marking Mj. The SH* = (F, (Q* , Mq)) denotes the obtained

SLS from relabeling SH = (F, (Q, Mq))

The obtained SLS after relabeling is the same than the original one, but the information

that, the continuos systems aport to the discrete part is added explicitly as virtual sensors

(labels) attached to IPN marking.
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Proposition 5.4 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a SLS. (F,(Q,Mq)) is observable in t G [fe, ti)

(where ti is the first commutation time) if and only if each LS is observable and the set of

labels of every pair of markings of (Q*,Mq) are different from each other.

Proof. (Sufficiency) The fact that every pair of markings of (Q* ,Mq) are different from

each other implies that:

1. If ¡p (Mi) = tp (Mj) ,
for some Mí,Mj G R(Q, Mo) then the linear systems $ (M¿) and

$ (Mj) are distinguishable from each other, thus the initial marking can be computed

using the continuous information. Now, according to corollary (3.13) the individual

systems are observable henee the continuous initial condition can also be computed

and the SLS (F, (Q, Mq)) is observable.

2. If tp(Mi) t¿ tp(Mj), for some Mi,Mj G R(Q,Mq) then the initial marking can be

computed from the discrete output. Since every LS is observable then because the

linear system is known the initial condition of the continuous system can also be

computed and the SLS (F, (Q, Mq)) is observable.

(Necessity) The proof is divided in two parts

1. If not every LS is observable then the initial condition of the continuous system cannot

be computed, thus the SLS (F, (Q,Mq)) is unobservable

2. If there exists a pair of markings of (Q* ,Mq) that are not different from each other,

then there exist Mi, Aij G R(Q,Mq) such that ¡p(M,) = xp(Mj) and for some input

u(t) both linear systems produce the sanie output, that is <_>(M_) and $ (Mj) are

indistinguishable from each other, therefore according to theorem (2.36) the SLS

(F, (Q, Mq)) is unobservable.

Proposition 5.5 Leí (F, (Q,Mq)) be a SLS that is observable in t G [fe, ti), then the

initial condition of the SLS is:

M0 = ÍM. : y(t)
- í CMteA^^BM,u(r)dTe Im (cMteH('-'»)| t G [fe, fe) 1 (5.5)

and

xo
= {cMkeA^-^yl íy{t) - j CMieAMr-^BMMr)dr] (5.6)
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5.1.2 Observability in SLS when the relabeled IPN is observable

Corollary 5.6 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a SLS where (Q*,M0) is observable then the system

(F, (Q, Mq)) is observable if and only if there exists an integer fc < oo such that the observ

ability matrix 0_, of every sequence \a\ > k has full rank.

A sufficient condition for the observability in terms of the unobservable subspace of

every linear system can be stated as follows:

Corollary 5.7 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a SLS where (Q*,Mq) is observable then the system

(F, (Q, Mq)) is observable if there exists an integer k such that every sequence \o-f\ > k,o¡
=

fefe...t9 G £(Q,Mq), such that Mq —fe Mi —fe ...Mk_i —fe Mk it holds that:

(ÑMo HAÍMiSmoMí = 0) V (MM_ n ÑM_6MiM_ = 0)
V ■ • • V (AfMk__ nAÍMkSMk.uMk = 0)

n

where A/m,= i] ker Gm^A^1 is the unobservable subspace of (Cmj,Am)
¿=i

Example 5.8 Leí H = (F, (Q, Mq)) be a SLS represented as in Definition 2.32, where the

IPN model is shown in Fig. 5.1, the functions $,11 and &Mí,m- are given below.

t.£

B
Pl

^.e Bp4_
Í4 £

P* t3£
A

Figure 5.1: IPN model of the DES

The function $ mapping from IPN markings to the linear systems is:

4>(Mfc) = £M„:{
*(:(t) = AMkx(r) + BMku(r)

CMkx(r)
(5.7)

where matrices AMk, BMk and CMk for each marking Mk, are described next:
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fc $ (Mk) = Ea.* AMk BMk CMk
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For simplicity the function -a_¿,m,
i*3 the identity matrix.

Since every column in

tpC
-1 1 ■1

1 0

is different from each other, then the IPN is event detectable, and the IPN (Q, Mo) is

observable.

Now, notice that every discrete sequence a starting from any marking of Afe with

\a\ > 4, can be written as cr = xwy where w
= fefe or w = fefe, the linear systems sequence

associated to each w are <3>(Mo)<-'(Mi)<_*(M3) and -J^Mo^M-^Ms) respectively.
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Notice that, every linear system is nonobservable, where the observability matrices are

"

0 2 0

Om0 = 0 -2 0

0 2 0
:

0 0 1

Cm3 = 0 0 -2

0 0 4

"010

Gm- = 2 1 0

6 10
"

1 0 0 1

Om. = 3 0 0

9 0 0

Om_ =

1 0 0
'

-2 1 0

4 -5 0

(5.8)

However, rank [ Om. 0M3 ]T = 3 and rank [ Om_ 0M3 }T = 3, that is ÑM_ H

Ñm_ = 0 and A/m_ H A/m3 = 0, thus according to Corollary 5.7, the SLS (F, (Q,Mo)) is

observable.

Corollary 5.9 Leí (F, (Q, Mo)) be a SLS where (Q*, Mo) is observable and a binary state

machine Petri net then the system (F, (Q,Mo)) is observable if for each sequence o gener

ating a minimal T —

semiflow of (Q*, Mo), Oo- has full rank.

5.1.3 Observability of SLS in the first commutation

Corollary 5.10 The system (F,(Q,Mq)) is observable in t e [fe, fe) (where í¿ is the ith

commutation time) if

Theorem 5.11 1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q, Mq)) is detectable and

2. For all Mí,Mj G R(Q,Mq) such that Mi —fe Mj for some fe G Q, the following
conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = {MíMj} where w is the input-output sequence of some \ow\ = 1 then

AÍMinÑMjSMilMj=^ (5*9)

(b) IfMiMj,MiM¡ G Sw where MíMj jé M¡M'j then

mrx\v_'5_a = 0 (5.10)

where VV¿ is the indistinguishability subspace o/Ea/j, Eaí' and Wj is the indis

tinguishability subspace of Y¡m_ , ^M'. ■



Chapter 6

OBSERVABILITY IN LINEAR

HYBRID SYSTEMS

Unlike SLS where the commutation between linear systems depends on controllable and

noncontrollable transitions, in Linear Hybrid Systems (LHS) the commutation depends

only on the continuous states, where the transition fe is fired and the LHS commutes from

Mi to Mj (i.e. Mi —fe Mj) if and only if fe is enabled in M¿ and the continuous state

x (í) G Xm¿ satisfies the hyperplane equation 7-M-,t_ £ H, that is BMi,t_
' x (*) = Qaíí t_

In LHS X (t) = e Vt G T i.e. there are no controllable transition.

6.1 Definition of Linear Hybrid Systems

The definition of a LHS is presented in the following:

Definition 6.1 Leí F = {Ei, ..., £_} be a family of linear systems, all of them of the same

dimensión, and let (Q,Mq) be an IPN. The 2-tupla (F,(Q,Mq)) is a LHS if:

1. There exists a function $ : R(Q, Md) —* F, such that ifthe current marking of(Q, Mq)
is Mfc, then the linear system <_>(Mfc) is the only linear system that is evolving.

2. There exist functions Smí.Mj - Kn —» Kn is a bijection such that
-Mí.at (•■-•/■) = Xq

indicates how the SLS state is changed when the SLS commutes from £¿ ío £,*,

__2 , ¿Jj G J~

3. There is a function U : £
—> H mapping from the set £ to the set of hyperplane

equations JH, where (_ C (R(Q,M0) x T) such that (Mk,tj) e £ if the transition fe is

enabled at marking Mk. A transition fe G T is fired if it is enabled and the continuous

state satisfies the hyperplane equation WMjbitj G H defined as HMk,t
•

x(t) = gM t-,

where HMk,t_ is an l x n row vector and
QMk,t •= R are constant and known.

4. The elapsed time to change from Mk to Mk+i is finite and different from zero.

47
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5. The IPN is live, binary and cyclic.

6. All transitions are noncontrollable that is X (t¿) = e Vt¿ G T

The results presented for the observability in SLS are sufficient conditions for the ob

servability of LHS. It is because, given a LHS it is possible to associate a SLS where the

information of the hyperplane equations has not been considered and every transition in

the SLS is noncontrollable.

Next the necessary and sufficient conditions for the observability in LHS are presented:

6.2 Detectability of the Commutation Time in LHS

Theorem 6.2 Leí <£> (Mj) = T,Mj (AMj,BMj , CMj) ,
$ (Mfc) £M_ (AMk,BMk, CMk) be two

linear systems. If ip(Mj) = tp(Mk) then the time when the LHS commutes from the LS

Em.- (Am_,Bm_,Cm_) to the LS Y,Mk {A¡\ik,BMk,CMk) is detectable iff there is no x(í) G

XM_ such that HMj,ta
• x (*) = QMj.t_

and [ x (•*) 5MjtMkx (í) ] G VV.

Proof. (Sufficiency) Suppose that there is no x (í) G Xm¿ such that HMjtta
• x (t) = Qm ,ta

and [ x (í) 5Mj,Mkx(t) ] G VV. then since in the switching time x(t.) i Wt. it follows

from the definition of Wn that the time when the LHS commutes from Em,- to Em,. is

always detected.

(Necessity) Assume there exists a transition fe such Mj —fe Mk and that the time when

the LHS commutes from £m \Amj-, Bm_-, Caí.,) to Em*, (AMk, BMk, CMk) is non detectable

then there exists x (ti) **¿ 0 such that

[ x(h) 6¡.l]Mkx(t_) )T eW (6.1)

since in LHS the commutation from £a/¿ ío Em* occurs iff the continuous state x(t_)

satisfies the hyperplane equation TÍMi,ta, i.e. there exists and x (í) such that BM3,t_ 'x{f) =

QM}.ta-
■

6.3 The case when the relabeled IPN is Observable

Definition 6.3 Leí (F,(Q,M0)) be a LHS and o¡
= fefe...t9 G £(Q,Mq) such that

Mq —fe Mi —fe ...Mfc_i —fe Mfc. For each sequence o¡ there exists a linear system se

quence <I>(Mo)-í>(Mi)...<_-(Mfc_i)<I>(Mfc) vjilh. k = |<T/| . Then the observability matrix of a

sequence associated with a¡ is:

Om0

HmoU^o11'10
Omx&MoM^o11-10

o.
°i

HMk vtgeAM«-Sk-H loMk_2,Mk-, ■■ÓMa,M_eAM°t*-t°

OMk6Mk^MkeA"^tk~tk-i ■ ■ ■ 6M0,M^AMotl-to

(6.2)
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Notation 6.4 Hereafter "Hi,a denotes the hyperplane equation

HUa-x(t) = QjM (6.3)

t_>_tere

#„_ = [ HM„ta -HM[K } (6.4)

and

°i,a
= [gJ-fet.

-

°m¡k] (6-5)

Theorem 6.5 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a LHS where (Q*,Mq) is observable then the system

(F, (Q, Mo)) is observable if and only if there exists an integer fc < oo such that the observ

ability matrix Oa of every sequence \a\ > k has full rank.

Proof. The proof follows from the fact that, since the sequence of linear systems and the

commutation times are known, then if the systems commute from Mk to M'k with some fe,

i.e. Mk —fe M'k, then it is known that in the commutation time í¿ the hyperplane equation

^Mfc.t. was satisfied, i.e. HMk,ta x(ti) = QMk,ta
This information can be used in an analysis similar to the one presented in proof of

Theorem 4-2, and therefore to get full rank in the observability matrix Oa. ■

A sufficient condition for the observability in terms of the unobservable subspace of

every linear system can be stated as follows:

Corollary 6.6 Leí (F, (Q,Mq)) be a SLS where (Q*,Mo) is observable then the system

(F,(Q,Mo)) is observable if there exists an integer k such that every sequence \of\ > k,Of =

fefe.. .fe G £(Q,Mq), such that Mq —fe Mi —fe ...M/t_i —fe Mk it holds that:

(NMo n ker HM_,t_ D Nm_&m<_,Mi = ■■-•) v (•■Vm. n ker HMutb HMm26m1,m2 = 0)
V • ■ • V (A/a4_. H \\exHMk_utg xlMMjMk-iMk = °) •

(6.6)

Corollary 6.7 Leí (F, (Q,Mq)) be a SLS whére (<2*,Mo) is observable and a state ma

chine Petri net then the system (F, (Q, Mo)) is observable if for each sequence a generating

a minimal T — semiflow of (Q , Mo), Oa has full rank.

Using the fact that, the LHS commute if and only if the continuous state met one active

hyperplane, less conservative conditions can be derived for the observability of LHS. These

results are presented next.

6.4 Observability of LHS in the first commutation

Theorem 6.8 Leí (F, (Q,Mq)) be a LHS. The system (F,(Q,Mo)) is observable in t G

[fe> --2) (where U is the ith commutation time) if and only if

1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q,Mq)) is detectable and
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2. For all Mí,Mj G R(Q,Mq) such that Mi —fe Mj for some fe g Q, the following
conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = {MíMj} where w is the input-output sequence of some \aw\ = 1 then the

observability matrix Oaw of the sequence aw has full rank.

(b) IfMiMj, M[M'j e Sw where M.Mj *-¿
M-M'j then the only solution to the equation

(5.eA(t-to) L(fo) + Jl e-Mt-r)BlU(T)dT\ = 0 for te [í0,fe]

Bi,a*x(fe) = ft)0 (6.7)

Cje¿At-ti) L(tj) + j£ e-^(*-fi-r)Biu(T)dr] = 0 forte (fe, fe)

is xo = O and u(t) = 0.

Theorem 6.9 Leí (F, (Q, Mo)) be a LHS. The system (F, (Q, Mo)) is observable in t G

[fe, fe) (where U is the ith commutation time) if

1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q, Mq)) is detectable and

2. For all Mi,Mj G R(Q, Mo) such that Mi —fe Mj for some fe G Q, the following

conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = {MíMj} where w is the input-output sequence of some \ow\ = 1 then

MMi n ker HMi,ta f~l ArM_SMi,M_ = O (6.8)

(b) If MíMj,M[M'j G S„, where MíMj **¿ M-M'j then there is no x(í) such that

Hi¡a
■

x (í) = Qi¡(_ and x (í) G W.nWjSi.a.

6.5 Joint Observability

Theorem 6.10 Leí (F,(Q,Mq)) be a LHS. The system (F,(Q,Mq)) is observable if and

only if

1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q, Mq)) is detectable and

2. For all M¿,Mj,
■■■ ,Mke R(Q, Mq) such that Mí -ífe Mj -^

• • • Mfc_i ---fe Mk for

some aw
= fefe

• ■ •

t9 G £(Q, Mo) wilh \aw\ = fc
,
the following conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = {Mi ■ ■ ■

Mfc} where w is the input-output sequence of some aw then the

observability matrix Oa of the sequence ow has full rank.
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(b) IfMi ■ ■ ■ Mk, M[ ■ ■ ■

M'k G Sw where Mi ■ ■ ■ Mk y**- M[ • • ■

M'k then the only solution

to the equation

e¿eA(t-io) [x(ío) + j* e-Mt-to-T)ÉMr)dT^ =oforte [Í0) ¿.¡

Hi,ax(t_) = Qia

(6.9)

Bfc_l,g
* X (í -k) = Qia

CkeMt-H) [X(fe) + JJ e-M*-H-*)Sku(T)dT\ = O for te [í¿,fe+1]
is xo = O and u(t) = O, where x(U) = IitJe-í,^--*0'x (ti_i).

Theorem 6.11 Leí (_•*•", (Q, M0)) be a LHS. The system (F, (Q, M0)) is observable if

1. Every commutation in the SLS (F, (Q, Mq)) is detectable and

2. For all M¿,Mj,--- ,Mke R(Q, Mq) such that Mi -^fe Mj -**fe • • • Mfc_i -**fe Mk for

some ow = fefe
• • •

fe G -£(Q, Mo) with \aw\ = fc
,
the following conditions hold:

(a) If Sw = [MíMj
• ■ ■ Mfc} where w is the input-output sequence of some ow then

(NMo H ker HM_,t_. ("I NMi5m0im_ = 0) V (MM_ H ker i_M-.,t_ H AÍm2Smi,m2 = °)
V • • • V (A/i_*__ n ker Bm*-..,., H A/«,¿Mi,-irM_ = °) •

(6.10)

('tj IfMi--- Mfc,M¡-
■

M'k e Sw where Mi- ■ ■ Mk =¿ M¡-
■ ■

M'k then there is no x G

Rn suc/i íáaí

(Bi>0
• x = £io and x G W¿nVVj5¡,j) V (Hjtb ■

x = pj6 and x G HjnVVj+ife^+i)
V • • • V (Bfc_!,9

•

x *■=

gfc_x . and x G VV*_irWfcífc_i,k)
(6.H)

where Wí is the indistinguishability subspace of £m¡ , Em' •
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Chapter 7

OBSERVER DESIGN

In this chapter the design of asymptotic observers for observables SLS, where the discrete

part is event detectable, is presented. The main idea is to design the observer for the

discrete part using the asymptotic observer presented in [12] and a family of continuous

observers, like the sliding mode observer based ón the equivalent control method presented

in [21] , taking into account the information provided by the geometric characterization.

v^H
)'

I . Syslcm Output

-pUeJ
——

Figure 7.1: IPN Observer

The discrete observer is adopted from [22] and [12]. It is depicted in Fig. 7.1. In this

figure, matrices CD and C£ represent, respectively, the incidence matrix columns of the

manipulated and non manipulated transitions.
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Definition 7.1 Leí 3 be an observable SLS described by (2.22). Then an observer for the

discrete part of the SLS is defined as follows.

Observer structure:

Mfc+i = Mfc +C7fc+[ -I I ]
Pk

h
(7.1)

• Initial marking Mq is any marking M G R(Q, Mo) such that tpM = tpMo where Mq

is the initial marking of (Q, Mo)

• Firing rule: when tj is fired in th.e SLS then:

lk
=

í fe if t

{ 0 otb

j
is enabled at Mk

otherwise

0k = [wl
■■• wn] ,Sk=[vi vn y

(7.2)

where

1 if (7* = fe, and Mk{Pi) + C(Pi, -)7fc > 1),
°r (7* ¿tj.Pi e* (fe) and MkÍPi) > 0)

0 otherwise

1 if (lk = fe, and Mk(Pi) + C(Pi, *)7* < 0)

0 otherwise

(7.3)

For the continuos part a sliding mode observer similar to the one presented in [21],
is proposed. For this kind of observers it is known that the state is estimated in finite

time which is important since the switching time is finite and the observable states must

be estimated before the system commute. It will be proven that the observer is robust

to parametric variations. The observer design for each linear systems of the family F is

described in the following fines.

Let

SA_*
x(r) = AA/tx(r) + BMku(r)

y
= CMkx(r)

(7.4)

be a LS where ranfc(OAí*) = r < n, then there exists a similar transformation TMk that

transform the system into the observable/unobservable form [13]

Aaí,
Am,

, BMk =

and C¡\_k = [ CMko 0 ]
AA/t,21 AMk,no

BMko
&Mk ,no (7.5)

where the AMk „
G W*T

, AMk,co 6 R<-n-T)*r, AMk.no G RÍ"-»-) •*(«-') where the subsystem

(AMk ,o,Bm¡, ,o,CMk,a) ls observable and in the canonical observability realization
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Xl
=
x2 + feu

Xr-1
=

xT + b2u (7.6)

xr
= —

aife
— - • -

• • • — Orfe + bTU

and y
=

X\.

An sfiding mode observer for this subsystem is designed as

xi = x2 + biu + hsign(xi — x_)

xr_i = xr + b2u + lr-isign((xr-i
—

xT-_)eq)

xr
= —

aiXi
— • • • —

arxr + bru + lTsign((xT —

xr)eq)

(7.7)

where the equivalent control signal (x¡
—

x_)eq for the unmeasurable states (x¿ — xf) can

be calculated by low pass filtering the signal (x.— x¿) [21].
The following dynamic of the observation error is obtained from equations 7.6 and 7.7

ei = e2
— lisign(e_)

'

(7-8)
er-i =er- lr-isign((er-i)eq)
e.
=

-aiei aTer
-

lrsign((er)eq)

therefore if li > \e2\ , ei goes to zero in finite time ti, hereafter

e2 = (hsign(ei))eq
= é2 (7.9)

and e2 goes to zero in finite time fe, if l2 > |e3| , following this procedure after time

ír_i < oo where er_i = 0, éT is:

er
= —aTeT

— lrsign(er) (7-10)

and eT goes to zero in finite time ír, if:

lr > \aTeT\ (7.11)

Henee the continuos part of the SLS observer, shown in the Figure 7.2, is a set of

observers where Tük
=

TúkLMksi9nMk(e)

x(r) = Aúkx(r) + B^u.r) + T^L^sign^e)
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where L¡-, and sign^ (e) are in the for,

JMk
LMk 0

0 o
and signÑk(e)

SMk

with L^j
= diag{li, . . .

, lr} and S^ is

}Mk

sign(e_)

sign(é2)

sign(ér)

where é¿ = (Usign(éi-._)) for 1 < i < r and r is the rank of the observability matrix

0Mk ■ Thus the observers are designed to estimate the observable variables of each linear

system in finite time and before the system commute, note that no assumption is made on

the unobservable states.

u

BM_ \*,
-\

• »

1/S

4*

X
' CMt

y

xl

/

1/s

1 ■

~\±
"**\

+

s ■0.

C

l
a_

\

Oa +*VJ—

+
>

\
Computation of initial

conditions using (.
£ at commutation times

_

Figure 7.2: Continouos Observer

Example 7.2 Leí H = (F, (Q, M_)) be the SLS of given in the Example 5.8, now since

the IPN (Q,M0) is event-detectable and according to Corollary 5.7, the SLS (F, (Q,M0))
is observable, and a hybrid observer can be designed.
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Figure 7.3: Observer of the Discrete State

The Observer is a SLS, the discrete part is designed as in [12] which is shown in Fig.

7.3 and depicted as in Section 7.

The state observer for the continuous part is

$ (Mfc) = E* |
AMk£(T) + BMk<T) + TM_LM*S¿SnM*(e)
y(r) CÑkx(r)

0 ]T M2 = [ 0 1 0 0 1 y

where marking Mk is named as follows:

M0 = [ 0 1 1 0 0 ]T Mi = [ 0 0 1 1

M3 = [ 0 0 0 1 1 ]T M4 = [ 1 0 0 0

And LS matrices (Aml.,Bml.,Cml.) of the system Em* are the same as the matrices

( Afi¡ , Bfa , Cfy ) of the system E^ Evolving LS observer £^ may not be the same as

¿Mfc at every time instant.

The observer parameter Lj-¡
= diag{5Q0}, where dim(L^ ) = dim(0^ ), the similar

transformations Tg¡ are

r_> =

'M0

T- =

JJÍ3

1 0

0 1

0 0

) 0

1 0

o

0 0 0-1

0

1

■^Afi
_ 1 0 0

-2 1 0

T -
—

1M2

1
"

'10 0"

0

0
•fei^

_ 0 0 1

0 2 0

And the initial marking of the IPN observer is M3.

According to the firing rule of Section 7, the IPN marking of the observer is equal to

the IPN marking of the system after two commutations, hereafter the continuous observer

evolving corresponds to the evolving continuous system, the observable variables of each

linear systems are estimated (Fig. 7.4) and the estimation error converges to zero (Fig. 7.4

and 7.5).
The observer herein presented is asymptotic. Once the discrete state has been observed
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0 5 10 1!

100

íT
■
—

s

r ^r>.
jl \

I

^\.

50

— — x3-hat .

x1 -x1-hat

— — x2-x2-hat
- - - - x3 - x3-hat

0 5 10 1E

3 ,
I

'

I i
'

.
'I

i- r-

r^

i

i r^
k for Mk

— — kíorMk-hal ■

Time (t)

Figure 7.4: SLS states, observed states and observation error..

and it has been executed a sequence o such that the observability matrix 0„ has full rank,

then, current state can be calculated at each commutation time. This computed state vector

can be used to set the initial condition for the continuous observer for the next commutation.
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x10"*
1

x1 -x1-hal

— -x_-x_-ha1
*

- - - x3-x3-ha1
*

,

/ '. /

-_'l

^^•\*;-
V.

i

1 1
| klorMk|*1 1

i

25

Time (1)

Figure 7.5: SLS Observer error for state vector for interval í = [20, 30]
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Chapter 8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

WORK

This work presented necessary and sufficient conditions for observability of two classes of

hybrid systems, named Switched Linear Systems (SLS) and Linear Hybrid Systems (LHS).
The analysis herein presented exploits the information provided by the discrete system

as well as the structure of the continuous system to determine when an LHS is observable.

Several contributions were derived using this approach. The next lines numerates some of

them.

1. The hypothesis that the IPN of the SLS should be sequence detectable was dropped

by relabeling the IPN. In order to properly relabel an IPN, the distinguishability
of LS was proposed. When two linear systems are distinguishable from each other,

some places of the IPN are relabeled so the IPN could become sequence and marking

detectable and the entire SLS becomes observable.

2. Necessary and sufficient conditions to determine the switching time between LS were

proposed. This property is used to characterize the observabiity of the entire SLS.

3. Necessary and sufficient conditions to determine when a SLS is observable were pre

sented. These results can be applied in both cases, when the switching time is finite

or infinite.

4. It was concluded that the conditions for observability for SLS are sufficient for ob

servability in LHS.

5. It was noticed that previous observability results reported in literature are particular

cases of the theory herein exposed.

As future work the concept of distinguishability between linear systems used in this

work can be also applied in fault detection in HS in order to distinguish between a normal

state and a state of fault using just the input and the output of the continuous system, that

61
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is, the continuous information can be used to detect a state of fault even when the discrete

systems is not diagnosticable. And thus conditions in the field of fault detection in HS can

be derived using a similar analysis like the one presented for the observability.
Also the results presented for scalar systems can be easily extended for multivariable

systems.
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